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Chapter 1: State of the economy in 2019-20: A Macro View
Global economic Scenario:




The global output growth has been estimated to decline to 2.9 per cent
in 2019 (from 3.6 per cent in 2018 and 3.8 per cent in 2017). (The World
Economic Outlook (WEO) Update of January 2020, IMF).
This is the slowest global output growth since the global financial crisis
of 2009, arising from a geographically broad based decline in
manufacturing activity, trade and demand due to
 Protectionist tendencies of China and the USA and rising USA-Iran

geopolitical tensions.
 In particular, global production in automobile industry fell sharply

due to a decline in demand, which was caused by changes in
technology and emission standards in many countries.
 Muted inflation in advanced and emerging economies reflecting a
slack in consumer demand.
 Drop in growth of manufacturing exports from major economies.
 Increasing trade barriers as well as trade uncertainty stemming
from growing trade tensions also weakened business confidence
and further limited trade.













Size of the economy: The WEO of October 2019 has estimated India’s
economy to become the fifth largest in the world, as measured using
GDP at current US$ prices, moving past United Kingdom and France.
The size of the economy is estimated at US$ 2.9 trillion in 2019.
The WEO Update of January 2020 has projected the growth of Indian
economy to increase to 5.8 per cent in 2020.
In India, inflation slightly rose to 4.1 per cent in April- December
2019, after a sharp decline from 5.9 per cent in 2014 to 3.4 per cent
in 2018
India also experienced a similar downturn in the auto industry as
experienced at global level (IMF’s World Economic Outlook October,
2019 and January 2020)
India’s manufacturing exports also fell.
Given India's record of growth with macroeconomic stability over the
last five years (annual average growth rate of 7.5 per cent and annual
average inflation of 4.5 per cent), the economy is poised for a
rebound towards the US$ 5 trillion goal by 2024-25.
GDP growth: - The National Statistical Office (NSO) has estimated
India’s GDP to have grown at 4.8% in the first half (H1) (April-
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September) of 2019-20, lower than 6.2% recorded in the second half
(H2) (October-March) of 2018-19.
 On the supply side, the deceleration in GDP growth has been
contributed generally by all sectors except ‘Agriculture and
allied activities’ and ‘Public administration, defence, and other
services’ whose growth in 2019-20 was comparatively higher
than in 2018-19.
 On the demand side, the deceleration in GDP growth was
caused by a decline in the growth of real fixed investment
induced in part by a sluggish growth of real consumption.
The country has attracted a net FDI of US$ 24.4 billion in April -November of
2019-20 as compared to US$ 21.2 billion in April-November of 2018-19.
The Recent Growth Deceleration: Drag of the Financial Sector on the Real
Sector : The Slowing Cycle of growth : The virtuous cycle of higher fixed
investment-higher GDP growth-higher consumption growth generates
economic development in the country (as shown below in the Figure)

High
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High income

High Capital
formation

High
Demand

High
investment
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When the virtuous cycle of growth rotates slowly, declining rate of
fixed investment decelerates GDP growth with a lag, which eventually
causes a deceleration in the growth of consumption as well.
In case of India, the lag between rate of fixed investment and its
impact on GDP growth is seen to be of three to four years and the
impact of GDP growth on consumption growth gets reflected in one
to two years.
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The fixed investment rate has started declining sharply since 2011- 12
and subsequently plateaued from 2016- 17 onwards which led to the
deceleration in growth since 2017-18. (as shown in figure below)

Decline in fixed investment rate:




The fixed investment by households dropped from 14.3 per cent to
10.5 per cent 2009-14 to 2014-19.
Fixed investment in the public sector marginally decreased from 7.2
per cent of GDP to 7.1 per cent during the two periods.
However, the stagnation in private corporate investment at
approximately 11.5 per cent of GDP between 2011-12 and 2017- 18
has a critical role to play in explaining the slowing cycle of growth
and, in particular, the recent deceleration of GDP and consumption.

Quasi-Corporates
are unincorporated
enterprises
belonging to
households, which
have complete
sets of accounts.

Decline in household investment: The household sector includes family
households as well as ‘quasi-corporates’. It supplies investment for direct
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retail consumption, to incorporated enterprises from the back end of the
value chain and to real estate sector.
The sector witnessed investment stagnation in ‘Machinery and equipment’
and investment decline in ‘Dwellings, other buildings and Structures’ which
together account for more than two-thirds of total household sector
investment.
Delayed decline in private consumption:




Private consumption increased as a proportion of GDP from 2009-16,
thereafter it declined in 2017-18 and rose again in 2018- 19, before
declining sharply in 2019-20.
Since the effect of GDP growth on consumption manifests after a lag
of 1-2 years, the declining trend in consumption from 2017-18
reflects partly the effect of decline in GDP growth on consumption.

Outlook: The IMF in its January 2020 update of World Economic Outlook has
projected India’s real GDP to grow at 5.8 per cent in 2020-21. World Bank in
its January 2020 issue of Global Economic Prospects also sees India’s real
GDP growing at 5.8 per cent in 2020-21. But there are both the downside
and upside risks to an expected acceleration in GDP growth which are
discussed below:












Continued global trade tensions could delay the recovery in the
growth of global output, which may constrain the export
performance of the country.
Escalation in US-Iran geo-political tensions may increase the price of
crude oil, depreciate the rupee and weaken net FPI inflows.
If short-term interest rates are raised by the central banks in
advanced countries to contain inflation, it may result in capital flight
from emerging and developing market economies (EMEs) including
India.
If the implementation of IBC Code does not speed up, the risk
aversion of banks to lend further may not reduce which will affect
monetary policy transmission.
National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP) can lead to high fiscal deficit
possibly crowding out private investment. If instead private
investment seeks external funding, CAD would widen and depreciate
the rupee, bringing in its wake the adverse impact on consumption,
investment and growth.
Productivity gains and non-rising gross domestic savings rate are a
challenge
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Upside Risks








WEO has projected the declining growth of global output to rebound in 2020 with a
modest uptick to 3.3 per cent which may positively impact India's exports.
Government’s thrust on affordable housing can lead to higher

Investment in housing by households which may increase the fixed investment in the
economy.
The announcement of NIP may further increase FDI inflows into the country in both
brown-field and green-field infrastructure projects.
India has been making steady progress in improving its rank in the Ease of Doing
Business.
Reduction in the base corporate tax rate to 15 per cent for new manufacturing
companies may increase the rate of return on investment.

5

Projection of GDP growth in 2020-21: On a net assessment of both the downside/upside
risks, India’s GDP growth is expected to grow in the range of 6.0 to 6.5 per cent in 2020-21.
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Chapter 2:- Fiscal developments
Central Government Finances:
Background: Fiscal consolidation started from FRBM act, 2003 and was
successful. During Global financial crisis, it was paused, which was
manifested in tax concession and higher expenditure. However, after 201112, there have been gradual, but consistent, efforts towards fiscal
consolidation.
The Medium Term Fiscal Policy (MTFP) Statement presented with the Budget
2019 20, pegged the fiscal deficit target for 2019-20 at 3.3 per cent of GDP
and 3 per cent of GDP in 2020-21, continuing at the same level in 2021-22.
It was further projected that Central Government liabilities will come down
to 48.0 per cent of GDP in 2019-20, 46.2 per cent of GDP in 2020-21 and
44.4 per cent of GDP in2021-22
In 2019-20, Centre’s fiscal deficit was 3.3 per cent of GDP down from 3.4 per
cent of GDP in 2018-19 (trends in Deficits has been shown in figure below).
Considering the urgent priority of the Government to revive growth in the
economy, the fiscal deficit target may have to be relaxed for the current
year.

Fiscal rectitude: An
honest and honourable
handling of a
government's finances
(tax revenues, for
instance)
by those hired
Central Government
or
elected
Receipts to do that
job.
Receipts = Non-debt +
Debt
Non-debt receipts = tax
revenue, non-tax
revenue, recovery of
loans, and disinvestment
receipts.
Debt receipts = market
borrowings and other
liabilities, which the
government is obliged to
repay in the future.
Non-tax revenue =
interest receipts on
loans to States and
Union Territories,
dividends and profts
from Public Sector
Enterprises including
surplus of Reserve Bank
of India transferred to
GOI, and external grants
and receipts for services
provided by the Central
Government (Fiscal
services - currency,
coinage and mint,
General services - Public
Service Commission and
police, Social services
like education and
health, and Economic
services like irrigation,

6

Trends in Receipts for 2018-19: The Budget 2019-20 targeted a high
growth in Non-debt receipts of the Central Government, which was driven
by high expected growth in Net Tax revenue and Non-Tax revenue.
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Tax revenue







Budget 2019-20 estimated the Gross Tax Revenue (GTR) to be Rs.
24.61 lakhs crore which is 11.7 per cent of GDP.
54 per cent of Gross Tax Revenue was estimated to accrue from
direct taxes and the remaining 46 per cent from indirect taxes.

Receipts from corporate and personal income tax have improved over
the last few years.
Widening of tax base due to increase in the number of indirect tax filers
in the GST regime has also led to improved tax buoyancy.
Several initiatives by GSTN have been taken to create an environment of
voluntary compliance based on taxpayers behaviour parameters
through deterrence, developing social and personal norms, reducing
complexity, and enhancing fairness and trust: E-way bill Return filing status of a GSTIN visible in public domain on
the GST Portal
 SMSs for reminders of due date of monthly return
 Free accounting & billing software provided to small taxpayers
 Compliance rating score of the taxpayers available in the public
domain
 Acknowledging contribution of compliant taxpayers.
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Better tax administration, widening of TDS carried over the years, anti-tax
evasion measures and increase in effective tax payers base have contributed
to direct tax buoyancy. Widening of tax base due to increase in the number
of indirect tax filers in the GST regime has also led to improved tax buoyancy.
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Non-Tax Revenue: Non-tax revenue constitutes about 1.3 per cent of GDP in
2018-19. The Budget 2019-20 aimed to raise Non-Tax revenue to 1.5 per
cent of the GDP.
Non-debt Capital receipts: These mainly consist of recovery of loans and
advances, and disinvestment receipts.





Over the last few years, the contribution of Non-debt Capital receipts
has improved in the total pool of Non-debt receipts. They have been
pegged at Rs.1.20 lakhs core, 0.6 per cent of GDP
The receipts from recovery of loans and advances have been
declining over the years.
The major component of Non-debt Capital receipts is disinvestment
Receipts that accrue to the government on sale of public sector
enterprises owned by the government (including sale of strategic
assets). Government aimed at mobilising Rs. 1.05 lakhs core on
account of disinvestment proceeds as per 2019-20 BE. Given the
significant pipeline of deals that are in process, realizations are likely
to accelerate.

Trends in Expenditure:-





Composition of government expenditure reveals that expenditure on
defence, salaries, pensions, interest payments and subsidies account
for more than 60 % of total expenditure.
Budget 2019-20 estimated total expenditure at 27.86 lakhs crore,
comprising revenue expenditure of Rs 24.48 lakh crore and capital
expenditure of Rs 3.39 lakh crore, which work out to be 11.6 per cent
and 1.6 per cent of GDP, respectively.

The expenditure on major subsidies, which is a significant component
of noncommitted revenue expenditure was pegged at 1.4 per cent of
GDP in 2019-20 BE. The budgetary expenditure on major subsidies
has shown a declining trend over the past years. In 2019-20 BE, the
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major subsidies are estimated at Rs. 3.02 lakh crore owing to
requirements for food, fertilizer and petroleum subsidies.
Apart from budgetary spending, Extra Budgetary Resources (EBR)
have also been mobilized to finance infrastructure investment since
2016-17.

Several steps have been taken to rationalise central government
expenditure, such as:









Improved targeting of subsidies
Restructuring and reclassification of central sector and centrally
sponsored schemes.
Increase indigenisation and involvement of private sector in defence
industry through Make II procedure.
An innovation ecosystem for Defence, titled “Innovation for Defence
Excellence” (iDEX) was launched to create an ecosystem to foster
innovation and technology development in Defence and Aerospace.
A Defence Investor Cell has been made functional in the Department
of Defence Production (DDP) to act as one-stop solution for all types
of defence production related queries.
Various other factors such as decrease in global crude prices,
decontrol of petroleum prices etc. have contributed to a decrease in
revenue expenditure.

Transfer to States





Transfer of funds to States comprises essentially of three
components: share of States in Central taxes devolved to the States,
Finance Commission Grants, and Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CSS),
and other transfers.
Both in absolute terms and as a percentage of GDP, total transfers to
States have risen between 2014- 15 and 2018-19 RE.
The Budget 2019-20 envisages an increase in expected grants and
loan to States relative to 2018-19 RE, on account of higher
requirements under compensation to States for revenue losses on
roll out of GST, grants to rural and urban bodies and releases under
Samagra Shiksha.





Total liabilities of the Central Government include debt contracted
against the Consolidated Fund of India, technically defined as Public
Debt, as well as liabilities in the Public Account.
Total liabilities of the Central Government at end March 2019 stood
at Rs. 84.7 lakh crore and 90 per cent of which was public debt.
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Total liabilities of the Central Government as a ratio of GDP, has been
consistently declining, particularly after the enactment of the FRBM
Act, 2003.
Central Government debt is characterised by low currency and
interest rate risks. This is owing to low share of external debt in the
debt portfolio and = almost entire external borrowings being from
official sources.

State Finances: The States have continued on the path of fiscal consolidation
and contained the fiscal deficit within the targets set out by the FRBM Act.





The fiscal consolidation of the States in the last four to five years can
be attributed to the steep decline in expenditure, mainly capital.
The financing pattern of Gross Fiscal Deficit for States has changed
over
the years. Financing via market borrowings has increased from 61.6
per cent in 2015-16 to 73.7 per cent in 2018- 19 RE.
The debt to GDP ratio for States has risen since 2014-15 owing to the
issuance of UDAY bonds in 2015-16 and 2016-17, farm loan waivers,
and the implementation of Pay Commission awards.

General Government (Centre plus States) Finances: will continue on the
path of fiscal consolidation.
 The fiscal deficit of General Government is expected to decline from
6.2 per cent of GDP in 2018-19 RE to 5.9 per cent of GDP in 2019-20
BE.
 However the combined liabilities of Centre and States have increased
to 69.8 per cent of GDP as on and-March 2019 (RE) from 68.5 per
cent of GDP as on end-March 2016.
Outlook for 2020-21 : The coming year will pose several challenges on the
fiscal front such as-

10

 Expected weak global growth (with escalated trade tensions adding
to the risk) and the pace of recovery of growth will have implications
for revenue collections.
 In order to boost the sluggish demand and consumer sentiments,
counter cyclical fiscal policy may have to be adopted to create
additional fiscal headroom.
 During the first eight months of 2019-20, the indirect tax collections
have been muted. Therefore, revenue buoyancy of GST would be key
to the resource position of both Central and State Governments.
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 On the expenditure side, rationalisation of subsidies especially food
subsidy could be an important tool for expanding the headroom for
fiscal manoeuvre.
 The Fifteenth Finance Commission has also submitted its Interim
Report and its recommendations especially on tax devolution would
have implications for Central Government finances.
 Finally, the geopolitical situation unfolding in West Asia is likely to
have implications for oil prices and thereby on the petroleum
subsidy, apart from having implications for current account balance.
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Chapter 3 - India’s External sector
India’s external sector gained further stability in the first half of 2019-20,
witnessing improvement in Balance of Payments (BoP) position. Export
growth remains subdued with external demand weakened by slowdown in
global investment, output and heightened trade tensions, notwithstanding
resilient service exports.
India’s BOP developments in 2019-20:




The BoP position of India improved from accumulated foreign
reserves of US$ 304.2 billion at end of 2013-14 to US$ 412.9 billion at
end of 2018-19.
Despite GDP growth decelerating in 2019-20 the global sentiment has
remained positive.
Yet the improvement has an undercurrent of vulnerability since the
improvement in BoP has emanated from a lower growth of imports
following a sharp deceleration in GDP growth and some easing of
crude prices besides continued acceleration in FDI inflows. The
weakening of the GDP growth poses a challenge to both net FDI and
net FPI inflows.

Current account Developments: An increase in CAD as a ratio to GDP
worsens the BoP by drawing down on forex reserves or building the
potential to worsen it by increasing the external debt burden.

CAD to GDP ratio has been significantly improving from 2009-14 to
2014-19 and remained lower (1.5 per cent of GDP) in the first half of
2019-20 as compared to 2018-19.

12
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CAD/forex ratio increased from 10.6 per cent in 2013-14 to 13.9 per
cent in 2018-19 and caused the rupee to depreciate.
The Nominal Exchange Rate (NER) has more or less stayed stable in
2019-20 it appears that the strength of the backup has not changed.
Depreciation in NER makes imports costlier besides disincentivising
foreign portfolio investors, which increases the pressure on BoP to
worsen.

Merchandise trade deficit : It is the largest component of India’s current
account deficit (CAD)









On average, India’s merchandise trade balance has improved from
2009- 14 to 2014- 19 on account of more than fifty per cent decline
in crude prices in 2016-17.
Since 2017-18 the adverse movement in Net terms of trade (NTT) has
started which has contributed to the improvement in trade balance.
India’s top 10 trading partners during 2019-20 (April-November)
jointly account for more than 50 per cent of India’s total merchandise
trade.
With two top trading countries i.e. USA and United Arab Emirates,
India has consistently run trade surplus since 2014-15.
India has trade deficit continuously since 2014-15 with respect to
other major trading partners i.e. China PRP, Saudi Arabia, Iraq,
Germany, Korea RP, Indonesia and Switzerland respectively.
India had trade surplus with Hong Kong and Singapore till 2017-18,
before it changed to trade deficit in 2018-19.

Merchandise Export : An increase in merchandise exports to GDP ratio has a
net positive impact on BOP position. Over the years the merchandise exports
to GDP ratio has been declining, entailing a negative impact on the BoP
position.
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Slowdown of world output (due to escalation of global trade
tensions) and appreciation in the real exchange rate have contributed
to the declining exports to GDP ratio in recent times.
In 2019-20 (April-November), in terms of value petroleum products
is the largest exported commodity (Shown in Pie- chart below) while
in terms of growth, it was drug formulations, biologicals.
India’s largest export destination country continues to be the United
States of America (USA) in 2019-20 (April-November), followed by
United Arab Emirates (UAE), China and Hong Kong. (rest are shown
in figure below)

Figure: Commodity wise Composition of Export

14

Merchandise imports: An increase in the merchandise imports to GDP ratio
has a net negative impact on the BoP position. Over the years the ratio has
been declining for India entailing a net positive impact on the BoP position.
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In the import basket of 2019-20 (April-November), crude petroleum
had the largest share followed by gold and petroleum products. (rest
are shown below in the image)
Between 2011-12 and 2019-20, imports of Electronics grew the
fastest from a negligible share to 3.6 per cent.
China continues to be the largest exporter to India followed by USA,
UAE and Saudi Arabia. In recent times, Hong Kong, Korea and
Singapore have also emerged as significant exporters to India. (rest
are shown below in figure)

Net Services: India’s net services surplus has been steadily declining in
relation to GDP since it reached its peak to about two-thirds of merchandise
deficit in 2016-17.
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Services Exports: An increase in service exports to GDP ratio has a net
positive impact on the BoP position.



India’s service exports have consistently hovered between 7.4 to 7.7
per cent of GDP.
Software services constitute around 40-45 per cent, followed by
business services at about 18-20 per cent, travel at 11-14 per cent
and transportation at 9-11 per cent of service exports.

Service Imports : An increase in service imports to GDP ratio has a net
negative impact on the BoP position.




Over the years, service imports in relation to GDP has been steadily
rising given arising level of FDI and a gradual upscaling of the Make in
India program.
Business services constitute about a third of service imports and the
component of travel services has been steadily increasing reflecting
the growing attractiveness of global destinations to the domestic
tourists in the country.

Policy Environment : India and WTO









India hosted a WTO Ministerial Meeting of Trade Ministers in May
2019 in New Delhi.
The meeting culminated in an outcome document, which lays out
priorities for developing countries in various areas and envisages
addressing the challenges being faced by the Dispute Settlement
system of the WTO.
India has emphasized that special and differential treatment
provisions are essential for better integration of the developing
countries in the global trading system.
In addition, a submission on transparency and notification
requirements at the WTO has also been made by India along with
other WTO members including Cuba, African group.
Other issues raised by India at the WTO include:
 The need of a permanent solution in public stockholding for food
security programmes.
 Fisheries subsidies negotiations.
 Safeguarding the interests of poor, small and artisanal farmers as
a priority in the negotiations

16

Trade facilitation : India ratified the WTO Agreement on Trade Facilitation
(TFA) in April 2016 and subsequently constituted a National Committee on
Trade Facilitation (NCTF).
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 National Trade Facilitation Action Plan (NTFAP 2017-20) containing
specific activities to further ease out the bottlenecks to trade was
also released.
 As a result of consistent trade facilitation efforts, India has improved
its ranking from 143 in 2016 to 68 in 2019 under the indicator,
“Trading across Borders”, in World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business
Report.
 In a recently released UN global survey on digital and sustainable
trade facilitation 2019, India has not only improved its overall trade
facilitation score from 69 per cent to 80 per cent but also
outperformed other countries in the Asia-pacific and South and
South-west Asia region.











According to estimates, Indian logistics sector is expected to grow
at 8-10 per cent over the medium term and touch US$ 215 billion
by 2020.
Investments into the warehousing sector account for around 26
per cent of the total private equity investments into real estate
during January 2014 - January 2018.
Around 350 start-ups registered in Logistics in areas like Agrilogistcs, Solar powered micro cold stores, fuel efficient and
environment friendly vehicles etc.
To improve trade logistics, Government has taken several steps:
 Building infrastructure through projects like the Bharatmala,
Sagarmala and the Dedicated Freight Corridors.
 As a part of the infrastructure project pipeline worth 102
lakh crore proposed in December, 2019 various
infrastructure projects like Multimodal logistic parks, Inland
waterways etc will be created over the next five years.
 The Government is working on a National Logistics Policy
and a National Logistics Action Plan.
 Fast-tags have been made mandatory to cut delays at toll
plazas.
 Qualification packs have been created to improve skilling in
the sector.
 Apprentice programmes are being promoted through
industry participation.
Driving logistics cost down from estimated current levels of 13-14
per cent of GDP to 10 per cent in line with best-in class global
standards is essential for India to become globally competitive.
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Trade related Logistics: According to World Bank’s Logistics Performance
Index, India ranks 44th in 2018 globally, up from 54th rank in 2014.
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Anti-dumping and Safeguard Measures








India conducts anti-dumping investigations on the basis of
applications filed by the domestic industry with prima facie evidence
of dumping of goods in the country, injury to the domestic industry
and causal link between dumping and injury to the domestic industry.
The countries involved in these investigations are China PR, Hong
Kong, Korea, Germany, EU, USA, Malaysia, South Africa, Thailand,
Brazil, among others.
Directorate General of Trade Remedies (DGTR) has introduced online
portal named ARTIS (Application for Remedies in Trade for Indian
industry and other Stakeholders) to submit online petitions for
different trade remedies like anti dumping duty, safeguard duty and
countervailing duty.
DGTR also conducted seminar and interactive sessions on Trade
Remedy Mechanism for delegations from GCC and Zimbabwe and
established a Help Desk & Facilitation Centre.

Net Remittances: An increase in net remittances improves the BoP position.






Net remittances from Indians employed overseas has increased with
the amount received in the first half of 2019-20 being more than 50
per cent of the total receivables in 2018-19.
The Migration Report 2019 released by the United Nations has placed
India as the leading country of origin of international migrants in
2019 with a diaspora strength of 17.5 million.
Further, as per the October 2019 report of World Bank, India
remained the top remittance recipient country in 2018 followed by
China.

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI): An increase in net FDI improves the
BoPposition.


Net FDI inflows have continued to be buoyant in 2019- 20 attracting
in the first half itself an amount more than 50 per cent of the
previous year level, which can be attributed to continuous
liberalization of FDI guidelines.





In relation to net FDI, dependence on net FPI to finance the CAD was
less in 2014-19 at 17.1 per cent as compared to 45.6 per cent in
2009- 14.
Portfolio flows of 2019-20 have turned positive, after a net portfolio
outflow in 2018-19, which could be attributed to the dovish
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Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI): An increase in net FPI flows improves the
BoP position.
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monetary policy stance of the US, enhanced liquidity in global
markets and reinforced growth prospects for India post budget
announcements and reform measures.
A report on assessment of India’s BoP in 2018-19 published by RBI
stated that the highest FPI outflow in the debt segment took place
from the sovereign sector (i.e., G-Secs).
In recent quarters until Q1 of 2019-20, a change in the composition
of FPI flows towards more non debt creating equity and investment
funds is visible.

External Commercial Borrowings (ECBs): An increase in net ECBs improves
the BoP position.



ECBs turned negative during 2014-19, from a healthy positive level in
2009-14.
In 2018-19 there was a surge in net ECB inflows which may be
attributed to low global interest rates and improved liquidity
overseas in addition to a host of measures introduced recently by the
government towards liberalization of ECBs.

External Debt: An increase in external debt to GDP ratio increases debt
servicing and draws down on forex reserves worsening BoP position.






External debt remains low at 20 per cent of GDP.
India’s external debt to GDP ratio slightly increased by 0.3 per cent at
the end of first half of 2020 over
its level at end-March 2019, primarily on account of an increase in
commercial borrowings, nonresident deposits and short-term trade
credit. This makes the BoP position more vulnerable because of
relatively higher rates of interest on such borrowings.
India’s external debt remains low as compared to the average
external debt to GDP ratio of all developing countries (25.6 per cent)
according to World Bank’s International Debt Statistics, 2020.

External liabilities (Debt + Equity): A rise in External liabilities (Debt +
Equity)/ GDP ratio draws down to a greater extent the forex reserves and
worsens the BoP position. India’s external liabilities to GDP ratio has
witnessed significant decline during 2014-19 as against 2009-14.



Changes in NIIP/GDP ratio nets out the impact of investment made
by the country abroad from the external liabilities borne by the
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Net International Investment Position (NIIP): It measures the gap between a
nation’s stock of foreign assets and foreigner’s stock of that nation’s assets
at a specific point in time.
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country thereby measuring the net changes in the debt and equity
servicing burden in relation to GDP.
The surge in net FDI inflows has worsened the absolute NIIP level
from 2009-14 to 2014-19.
However, in relation to GDP the burden has reduced and so has the
debt and equity servicing obligations.

Outlook
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In recent times India’s tariff regime has come under pressure from
trade partners who seek a cut in the country’s basic custom duties.
While India has defended its tariff regime stating that it is necessary
for protecting the vulnerable businesses in India, some reduction in
tariff rates may have to be done in respect of intermediate inputs
and raw material to correct the presently inverted duty structure.
A corrected duty structure will reduce the cost of intermediate inputs
imported for manufacturing of exports thereby making the country’s
exports more competitive.
For this an analysis of the relation between exports of finished goods
and imports of raw materials and intermediate goods for India is
being undertaken.
 It shows that rise in India’s imports of intermediate inputs have
every time led to rise in exports of associated consumption goods
with an elasticity of greater than 1.
 Accordingly, a reduction in basic custom duty on intermediate
inputs will not only correct the inverted duty structure creating
the right incentives for boosting manufacturing but will also
increase the growth of exports of consumption goods that
significantly use imported intermediate goods.
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Chapter 4: Monetary Management and Financial Intermediation
Basics - Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) since 2015 has adopted targeted
approach to keep inflation under control. RBI uses tools like Repo rate,
Reverse repo, CRR, SLR, etc to control the money supply.
In 2091-20, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) cut the policy repo rate
by 110 basis points (bps) four times consecutively changing the stance of
monetary policy from neutral to accommodative. MPC’s decision was
guided by low inflation and the need to strengthen domestic growth by
spurring private investment in the economy.
Liquidity Conditions and its Management
Current Status: Systemic liquidity in 2019-20 has been largely in surplus
since June 2019 due too. The increased spending by the government, net
forex purchases by the RBI, reduction in Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) and
return of currency to the banking system combined with the Open Market
Operations (OMO) purchase auctions. Other factors creating surplus liquidity
are moderation in currency demand after two years of high demand
following demonetisation.
Developments in G-sec Market: Initially yield on G-Sec hardened marginally
on account of rise in crude oil prices.
Thereafter, it largely followed a downward trend which may be attributed to
various reasons:
 Change in monetary policy stance of the U.S. Fed (on global growth
concerns and ongoing trade tensions).
 Easing of liquidity condition of the banking system.
 Consecutive policy rate cuts by the RBI along with change of stance
from neutral to accommodative.
 Benign crude oil prices aided the sentiment.
 Transfer of RBI surplus to the Government.
 Significant and sustained surplus liquidity.
 Special Open Market Operation (purchase of long term securities and
simultaneous sale of short term securities) by Reserve Bank of India
also helped bring down the yield slightly on 10 year G-Secs.



Scheduled Commercial Banks
 Gross Non Performing Advances (GNPA) ratio (i.e. GNPAs as a
percentage of Gross Advances) of remained flat at 9.3 %
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 Restructured Standard Advances (RSA) ratio and Stressed Advances
(SA) ratio both remained unchanged during this period.
 Capital to risk-weighted asset ratio (CRAR) of SCBs increased largely
due to improvement in CRAR of PSBs.
 SCBs’ Return on Assets (RoA) and Return on Equity (RoE) has
increased.
Public Sector Banks (PSBs)
 Their GNPA ratio was unchanged at 12.3 per cent while stressed
advances ratios increased slightly.
 Many PSBs have continued to record negative profitability ratios
since March 2016,mainly on account of provisioning requirements.

Monetary Transmission: has been weak in 2019 on all three accounts: Rate
Structure, Quantity of Credit, and Term Structure.
Rate Structure:
 The Weighted Average Lending Rate (WALR) of SCBs has not
declined at all in 2019 despite reduction of repo rate by 135 bps
since January 2019.
 While there is no transmission of the cut in repo rate on outstanding
loans of SCBs,the monetary transmission has been slightly better for
fresh loans.
 The credit spread (difference between repo rate and WALR) is at the
highest level in this decade.
 There has been only a slight reduction in the saving deposit rate.
 Reduction in the term deposit rate has been limited due to
comparatively high rates of small savings scheme like Public
Provident Fund (PPF).



Term structure:
 The yields on short term government securities (364 days T-bill)
have declined much faster than that of long term Government
securities (10 year G-sec) due to RBI’s monetary easing and LAF
liquidity.



Credit Growth
 The moderation in credit growth was witnessed across all the major
segments of non-food credit except personal loans which continued
to grow steadily.
 The moderation was led by a sharp deceleration in credit growth to
the services sector and a negative growth of credit to Micro, Small
and Medium Enterprises and Textile.
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Current Status:
 The growth of loans from NBFCs declined but the balance sheet of
the NBFC sector grew significantly.
 The sector also witnessed liquidity stress.
 Sources of funding of NBFCs: Bank borrowings and market
borrowings increased while deployment of credit by mutual funds to
NBFCs has been contracting. Among the instruments of market
borrowing, the share of Commercial Papers decreased while the
share of Non Convertible Debentures (NCDs) increased.
 The Capital to risk weighted assets ratio (CRAR) of NBFC sector
remained at 19.5 per cent as against the regulatory requirement of
15 per cent.
 Both the gross NPAs ratio and net NPAs ratio of NBFC sector
increased.
 The Return on Assets (RoA) and the Return on Equity (RoE) has
declined in the previous year.
Developments in Capital Markets :
Primary Market






Public Issue: The total money raised by public and rights issue
increased.
 Equity: The resource mobilisation through public issue (equity)
decreased while through rights issues (equity) increased sharply in
last year.
 Debt: Resource mobilization through issuance of debt securities to
public declined significantly.
Private Placement: During 2019-20 Indian corporates preferred private
placement route to gear up the capital.
Mutual Fund Activities and Investment by Foreign Portfolio Investors
(FPIs): There were net inflows in both during April-December 2019.
Movement of Indian Benchmark Indices: Nifty50 and S&P BSE Sensex,
reached record highs during 2019-20.

Concept : Bilateral Netting for Financial Contracts

Similarly, a multilateral netting agreement allows counterparties to offset
claims against each other through a Central Counterparty (CCP) in a clearing
house.
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A bilateral netting agreement enables two counterparties in a financial
contract to offset claims against each other to determine a single net
payment obligation due from one counter party to the other.
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At present, there are legal provisions for multilateral close-out netting for
financial transactions intermediated through a CCP, such as the Clearing
Corporation of India Limited (CCIL), under the Payment and Settlement
Systems (Amendment) Act (2015). However, bilateral netting for financial
contracts is not permitted in India.
Global regulatory bodies such as the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision have supported the use of closeout netting due to its positive impact on financial stability.
Establishing a legal framework for bilateral close-out netting in India would
help:
 reduce credit risk and regulatory capital burden for banks, freeing up
capital for other productive uses.
 reduce hedging costs and liquidity needs for banks, primary dealers
and other market-makers, thereby encouraging participation in the
Over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives market to hedge against risk.
Increased market participation in the Credit default swap market
would also provide an impetus for corporate bond market
development;
 establish an efficient recovery mechanism for financial contracts
under instances of default by a counterparty;
 adhere to India’s G20 and FSB commitment to implement global
regulatory reforms in the OTC derivatives market.
Insurance Sector: The potential and performance of the insurance sector
are generally assessed on the basis of two parameters, viz., insurance
penetration and insurance density.





The insurance density in India which was US$ 11.5 in 2001 has
increased to US$ 74 in 2018 (Life- US$ 55 and Non-Life -US$ 19).
Penetration for Life insurance has declined from 2011, whereas for
the non-life insurance it has increased consistently. It is 2.74 per
cent for Life Insurance and 0.97 per cent for Non-Life insurance in
2018.
Globally insurance penetration and density were 3.31 per cent and
US$ 370 for the life segment and 2.78 per cent and US$ 312 for the
non-life segment respectively in 2018.

Insurance penetration is
measured as the
percentage of insurance
premium to GDP.
Insurance density is
calculated as the ratio of
premium to population.



Three years into about 743 out of 2,542 corporates who have
initiated corporate insolvency resolution process have completed the
process.
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41.2 per cent of the cases admitted by NCLT for CIRP are in
manufacturing sector followed by 19 per cent in Real Estate, Renting
and Business Activities sector.
The resolution under IBC has been much higher as compared to other
processes.
As on end December 2019, Rs 1.58 lakh crore were realizable in cases
resolved under Corporate Insolvency Resolution Processes. The
proceedings under IBC take on average about 340 days, including
time spent on litigation, in contrast with the previous regime where
processes took about 4.3 years.
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Chapter 5: Prices and Inflation
The global economy has been witnessing a steep decline in inflation over the
past five decades (World Bank, 2019). Inflation peaked in 1993 at 118.7
percent and then declined to 4.8 per cent in 2018 in emerging market and
developing economies (World Economic Outlook, October 2019).
There can be many reasons that could have contributed to the steep decline
in inflation in the emerging market economies like:
 The adoption of more resilient monetary and fiscal policy
frameworks.
 Structural reforms of labour and product markets that strengthen
competition.
 Adoption of monetary policy framework for inflation targeting.
India introduced inflation targeting on 5th August, 2016 for a period of five
years ending on 31st March, 2021. In India, inflation has been witnessing
moderation since 2014.
Trends in Inflation:




Headline inflation - based on Consumer Price Index-Combined (CPI-C)
has been sliding on a downward path since 2014. The average CPI-C
headline inflation, which was 5.9 per cent in 2014- 15, has fallen
continuously to around 3.4 per cent in 2018-19.
Food inflation - a drastic fall has been observed from 6.4 per cent in
2014-15 to 0.1 per cent in 2018-19.
Rural –urban Inflation : Since July 2018, CPI-Urban inflation has been
consistently above CPI-Rural inflation. This is in contrast to earlier
experience where rural inflation has been mostly higher than urban
inflation. The divergence has been mainly on account of the
differential rates of food inflation between rural and urban areas
witnessed during this period. In 2019-20, there has been sudden
change in the trend.
 Urban areas have registered much higher food inflation when
compared to rural areas.
 The slide in rural inflation could be because of fall in the growth
of real rural wages.
 The divergence in rural-urban inflation is not just observed in the
food component but in other components also.
 In clothing and footwear, inflation in urban areas is higher than
that observed in rural areas.
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Core inflation = inﬂation
that is likely to continue
for a long period,
therefore, more stable.
Unlike the non-core
component of inﬂation,
core inﬂation is not
affected by temporary
shocks.
In India, core inﬂation is
generally measured by
excluding highly volatile
components from the
headline inﬂation.
By their very nature,
food and fuel have been
highly volatile.
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 For Pan, tobacco and intoxicants, Fuel and light and
miscellaneous groups, inflation observed in rural areas was
higher than that in the urban areas.
Inflation in States: CPI-C inflation has continued to be highly variable across
States. However, the overall inflation rate has been quite low in almost all
the States. Though in most of the states the overall inflation rate in rural
areas is lower than the overall inflation rate in urban areas.
Drivers of Inflation : During 2019-20, food and beverages emerged as the
main contributor to CPI-C inflation. Miscellaneous group was the second
largest contributor to inflation during this period.
Crude Oil and Fuel Inflation : World crude oil prices declined owing to weak
global demand. As oil has a major share in the country’s import basket, it
impacts considerably domestic prices of petroleum products. The mineral
oils group in WPI saw an inflation of 5.8 per cent in mid 2019, thereafter
saw continuous decline.
Food Inflation






Some commodities such as onion, tomato and pulses have shown
high inflation since August 2019. Untimely rains have caused lower
production as well as constricted the movement of onion and tomato
to the markets.
In the case of pulses, the progress in sowing has been at much lower
levels than in the previous year. Some pulses also experienced
Cobweb Phenomena which is the idea that price fluctuations can
lead to fluctuations in supply which cause a cycle of rising and falling
prices. The farmers are caught in the cobweb phenomenon when
they base their sowing decisions on prices witnessed in the previous
marketing period.
To prevent the occurrence of the cobweb phenomenon, it is
essential that apart from existing measures in place to safeguard
pulses farmers from crop failure/price shocks like market
intervention under Price Stabilization Fund (PSF), coverage under
Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana, PM-AASHA, providing
warehouses, improving transportation, price discovery through
eNAM etc., free export of pulses also needs to be encouraged for
India to become self-sufficient in pulses production.
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Drug pricing : Out of the total out of pocket expenditure of individuals on
health, the major portion is that of medicines this makes the provision of
affordable drugs an imperative.
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 The pharmaceutical sector has grown considerably in the recent
years and has potential for further development in the coming years.
 The fixation of ceiling prices/Maximum Retail Price (MRP) has
resulted
in
a
large.
saving of 12,447 crores to the public after implementation of DPCO,
2013.
 It has been observed that there is 26 per cent increase in the sales of
the cardiac stents in the Indian market in the post price capping
period (2017).
 It has also been observed that indigenous manufacturers have
benefited from the price capping as their share in the production has
increased by 10 per cent in post price capping period.
Volatility in Essential Commodity Prices : It has been seen that overall price
volatility was highest for vegetables and lowest for rice, wheat and palm oil.
Prices of rice and wheat remained stable since 2014 due to:
 Adequate supply arising out of sufficient domestic production.
 Also due to maintenance of adequate buffer stock of rice and wheat
for meeting the food security requirements.
Causes affecting Price Volatility
 The extent to which given production and consumption shocks
translate into price volatility depends on supply and demand
elasticities.
 Stockholding and speculation can have major impact on price
variability, either stabilising or destabilizing.
 Perishability of the commodities also adds to price volatility.
 Presence of marketing channels, storage facilities, and effective MSP
system can help limit price volatility.
Trends in Global Commodity Prices
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As per the commodity prices published by the World Bank, energy
commodity prices have shown a decreasing trend in 2019-20.
In terms of food prices, the deflationary trend has continued.
The metals and minerals index also showed a deflationary trend.
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Chapter 6 : Sustainable Development and Climate Change.
The year 2019 marked the fourth anniversary of adoption of 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development and the Paris Agreement and India is moving
forward on the path of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
implementation.
Achieving SDGs
1. Finances : USD 5 to USD 7 trillion per year is required for financing these
goals worldwide and USD 3.9 trillion per year in developing countries.
However, the current investment in developing countries is around USD 1.4
trillion leading to a shortfall of USD 2.5 trillion per year (UNCTAD, 2014).













NITI Aayog has come up with a single measurable SDG index to track
the progress of all the States and UTs across 13 out of 17 SDGs
(excluding Goal 12, 13, 14 and 17 on account of unavailability of
comparable data across States/UTs), it helps in informed policy
formulations.
The SDG score varies from 0 to 100. A score of 100 implies that the
States/UTs have achieved the targets set for 2030; a score of 0
implies that the particular State/UT is at the bottom of the table.
States with scores equal to/greater than 65 are considered as FrontRunners; in the range of 50-64 as Performers and as Aspirants if the
score is less than 50. Kerala and Himachal Pradesh are the front
runners amongst all the states. It is noteworthy that none of the
States/ UTs fall in the Aspirant category in 2019.
Success - India’s growth trajectory for achieving SDG 10 (Reduced
Inequality) and SDG 15 (Life on Land) is impressive as compared to
the other SDGs as several states have achieved 100 in these SDGs.
This may be due to performance in worthy initiatives such as PMJDY,
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA), the National Environment Policy, National Agro-forestry
Policy and Green Highways Policy.
Struggling - India is struggling to achieve its targets of SDG 5 (Gender
Equality) and SDG. 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities) as large
number of states are in the ‘Aspirants’ category’. Goa, a front runner
among all the States and UTs in SDG 11, has been doing exceptionally
well in waste management.
Flagship schemes are contributing towards SDGs like SBM, BBBP,
PMUY, PMJDY, etc.
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3. SDG Nexus: A New Paradigm Approach : The ‘nexus’ approach employs
the principles of integrating management and governance across sectors






Under this approach, the SDG goals are used as a medium which
allows for interlinkages of different sectors and thematic areas. Since,
a few SDGs have overlapping objectives with one another, the policies
developed and aligned to achieve the goals must consider and identify
these linkages and in turn identify the potential trade-offs that might
limit the physical achievement of the target under a goal.
For example: Under Education and Electricity Nexus, it was observed
that with electricity, the schools’ access to modern methods and
techniques of teaching helps holistic development of students and
increase their attraction towards learning thus increasing the net
enrolment ratio. It is observed that States with lower literacy rates
have low electricity rates at the schools and vice-versa.
Under health and electricity nexus, a positive relationship is
witnessed between the electricity consumption and fall in the Infant
Mortality Rate (IMR) in the country as many of the health
improvement schemesproviding pediatric care, new- born
emergency services, and successful vaccination rely heavily on the
availability of electricity at the health centers.

Climate change



In its NDC, India promised to
 reduce its emission intensity of GDP by 33 to 35 per cent
below 2005 levels by the year 2030;
 that 40 per cent of cumulative electric power installed
capacity would be from non-fossil fuel sources by 2030
 to increase its forest cover and additional carbon sink
equivalent to 2.5 to 3 billion tons of carbon dioxide by 2030.
GHG emission : In 2014, the net national GHG emissions after including
LULUCF (Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry) were 23,06,295Gg
CO2 equivalent (around 2.306 billion tons of CO2 equivalent)
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Swachh Bharat Mission (Urban): In a span of five years, all urban
areas of 35 States/ UTs have become ODF and the percentage of
waste processing rose from around 18 per cent in 2014 to 60 per
cent.
Renewable energy targets: India had announced 175 Gigawatt (GW)
targets for renewables by 2022 and has already achieved 83 GW.
India also aims to increase the target till 450 GW.
Emission intensity: As per the Second Biennial Update Report (BUR)
submitted as a Party to the UNFCCC, the emission intensity of India’s
GDP has reduced by 21 per cent over the period of 2005- 2014.
Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC): Under it, the minimum
energy performance standards under resulted in energy saving of
84.34 million kWh, reduction in GHG emission of 69,154 tons of CO 2
per year.
UJALA scheme for LED bulb distribution: has crossed 360 million
whereas under street light national program, 10 million conventional
streetlights have been replaced by LED street lights thus
cumulatively saving 43 million tons of CO2 emission.
National Electric Mobility Mission Plan (NEMMP) 2020: Under its
Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of (Hybrid &) Electric Vehicles in
India (FAME India) scheme to promote manufacturing and
sustainable growth of electric and hybrid vehicle technology a total of
280,994 vehicles have been sold till 2019.
The National Bio-fuels Policy 2018: targets 20 per cent blending of
ethanol in petrol and 5 per cent blending of biodiesel in diesel by
2030.
National Adaptation Fund on Climate Change (2015): supports
concrete adaptation activities for the States/UTs that are particularly
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vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change and are not
covered under on-going schemes.
 National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC, 2008): India has
decided to revise the NAPCC in line with the NDCs to make it more
comprehensive in terms of priority areas : National Solar Mission aims to increase the share of solar energy in
the total energy mix. Under the total target of 100 GW, 32.5 GW of
solar electric generation capacity has been installed.
 National Mission on Sustainable Habitat is being implemented
through three programmes: Atal Mission on Rejuvenation and
Urban Transformation, Swachh Bharat Mission, and Smart Cities
Mission. Energy Conservation Building Rules 2018 for commercial
buildings has been made mandatory. Under Mass Rapid Transit
System, 585 km of metro rail is in operation; 620 km is under
construction.
 National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture aims at enhancing
food security and protection of resources. Key targets include
covering 3.5 lakh hectare of area under organic farming, 3.70 under
precision irrigation, 4.0 lakh hectare under System of Rice
Intensification, 3.41 lakh hectare under diversification to less water
consuming crop, 3.09 lakh hectare additional area under plantation
in arable land and 7 bypass protein feed making. The mission has
resulted in the formation of National Innovations on Climate
Resilient Agriculture, a network project.
 National Mission for Sustaining the Himalayan Ecosystem aims to
evolve suitable management and policy measures for sustaining
and safeguarding the Himalayan Ecosystem. The key achievements
include setting up of: - Centre of Glaciology at Wadia Institute of
Himalayan Geology, thematic task forces in 6 lead institutions, State
Climate Change Centers in 11 out of 12 Himalayan States, 40
Training Programmes under State Climate Change Centres
organized with 5500 people trained, formation of Inter-University
Consortium of 4 universities on Himalayan Cryosphere and Climate
Change.
Aligning Financial System with Sustainable development :
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In 2007, RBI had sensitized banks in India to the various
international initiatives and was asked to keep abreast of the
developments in the field of sustainability and modify their lending
strategies/plans in the light of such developments.
In 2011, Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs developed a concept of
National Voluntary Guidelines (NVGs) on Social, Environmental and
Economic Responsibilities for adoption by the corporate sector.
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SEBI mandated adoption of NVGs by the listed Indian companies
including banks. In 2014-15, a Working Group was set up by Indian
Banks’ Association (IBA) to generate the concept of responsible
financing underlying NVGs which would enable Financial Institutions
to integrate the environmental, social and governance (ESG)
principles in their business decision making, structure and processes.
India has the second largest Emerging green bond market after
China. Green bonds are debt securities issued by financial, nonfinancial or public entities where the proceeds are used to finance
100 percent green projects and assets.
India joined the International Platform on Sustainable Finance (IPSF)
in 2019 that acknowledges the global nature of financial markets
which has the potential to help finance the transition to a green, low
carbon and climate resilient economy by linking financing needs to
the global sources of funding.

Green Climate Fund


In 2009, developed countries committed to a goal of mobilizing
jointly US$ 100 billion a year by 2020 to address the needs of
developing countries and decided that a significant portion of such
funding should flow through the GCF. In contrast, the total to the GCF
are a meagre US$ 10.3 billion. GCF’s first replenishment (2020- 2023)
process so far witnessed 28 countries pledging resources to replenish
the Fund for an amount of US$ 9.7 billion, which is even uantitatively
lower than the Initial Resource Mobilization period.



In the 25th session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 25) to the
UNFCCC held at Madrid, Spain, India reiterated its commitment to
implement the Paris Agreementin its letter and spirit and to act
collectively to address climate change including consideration of
principles of equity and common but differentiated responsibilities
and respective capabilities.

India’s initiatives at the International stage
International Solar Alliance (ISA): aims to pave the way for future
solar generation, storage and technologies for Member countries’
needs by mobilizing over US$ 1000 billion by 2030. In 2019, ISA has
taken up the role of:
 Enabler by institutionalizing 30 Fellowships from the Member
countries with a premier institution (IIT Delhi) in the host country,
and training 200 Master Trainers from ISA Member countries;
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 Facilitator by getting the lines of credit worth US$ 2 Billion from
EXIM Bank of India and US$ 1.5 Billion from France
 Incubator by nurturing initiatives like the Solar Risk Mitigation
Initiative and
 Accelerator by developing tools to aggregate demand for more
than 1000 MW solar rooftop, 10,000 MW of Solar Mini-Grid and
270,000 solar water pumping systems.




Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure: launched on the side
lines of UN Secretary General’s Climate Action Summit in 2019
promotes the resilience of new and existing infrastructure systems
to climate and disaster risks, thereby ensuring sustainable
development.
 CDRI envisions enabling measurable reduction in infrastructure
losses from disasters, including extreme climate events. CDRI
aims to enable the achievement of objectives of expanding
universal access to basic services and enabling prosperity as
enshrined in the SDGs, while also working at the intersection of
the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction and the Paris
Climate Agreement.
India and the UNCCD
 As a party to the UNCCD, India has voluntarily committed to
raise its ambition of the total area that would be restored from
its land degradation status, from 21 million to 26 million
hectares between now and 2030.
 India also hosted 14th session of the Conference of Parties
(COP14), 2019 at New Delhi to the United Nations Convention to
Combat Desertification (UNCCD) as its President and announced
to set up a centre for excellence in India at the Indian Council of
Forestry Research and Education; and has offered its resources
in space and remote sensing technology to member countries
who wish to manage their land degradation programmes
through cutting-edge technology.
 COP 14 adopted the New Delhi Declaration: Investing in Land
and Unlocking Opportunities. Through the Declaration, it
expressed support for new initiatives or coalitions aiming to
improve human health and well-being, the health of ecosystems,
and to advance peace and security.



Global forest area : According to FAO, India accounts for 2 percent of
total global forest area in 2015. India is among a few countries in the
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world where, despite ongoing developmental efforts, forest and tree
cover are increasing considerably.
Forest and tree cover have reached 80.73 million hectare which is
24.56 per cent of the geographical area of the country.
There has been an increase of 3,976 sq. km (0.56 per cent) of forest
cover, 1,212 sq. km (1.29 per cent) of tree cover and 5,188 sq. km
(0.65 per cent) of forest and tree cover put together, at the national
level as compared to the previous assessment 2017.
Carbon Stock - In the Forest Report, 2019, there is an increase of
42.6 million tons in the carbon stock of the country as compared to
the last assessment 2017. Net change in carbon stock is highest in
soil organic carbon followed by Above Ground Biomass (AGB) and
Dead wood. Litter carbon registered negative growth rate as
compared to 2017 assessment.
Mega Diversity - India is one of the 17 mega diverse countries in the
world as per the Shannon-Weiner Index used in India State of the
Forest Report 2019. The index is used for measuring species richness
and abundance among various habitats. The Index shows that :
 Tropical Evergreen forest is high in Karnataka followed by Kerala.
 Semi-evergreen forest are high in Karnataka.
 Tropical moist deciduous forests cover is high in Arunachal
Pradesh, Karnataka and Maharashtra.
 Tropical dry deciduous forest is high in Arunachal Pradesh
 Tropical Littoral and swamp forests are high in UP and
 Tropical thorn forests are high in Andhra Pradesh.

Agriculture Residue Burning – A major concern






Being the second largest agro-based economy India, generates a
large amount of agricultural waste, including crop residues and about
178 million tonnes of surplus crop residues are available in the
country.
Varieties of surplus crop residues are burnt especially in northern
States of Punjab, Haryana, UP, and Rajasthan depending on the agroclimatic region; however, about 50 per cent of all crop residue burnt
in the country are residues of rice crop.
Because huge volumes of residues are burnt in a very short duration
(of few weeks), it leads to significant contributions in pollutant levels
like PM2.5 and PM10 and deterioration of air quality.
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Initiatives taken by the government include:
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National Policy for Management of Crop Residue, under which NGT,
directed and prohibited agricultural residue burning in any part of
Delhi, Rajasthan, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and Haryana.
Burning crop residue is a crime under Section 188 of the IPC and
under the Air and Pollution Control Act of 1981.
Promotion of Agricultural Mechanization for In-Situ Management of
Crop Residue: Under scheme, the agricultural machines and
equipment for in-situ crop residue management such as Super Straw
Management System for Combine Harvesters, Happy Seeders,
Hydraulically Reversible MB Plough, Paddy Straw Chopper, Mulcher,
Rotary Slasher, Zero Till Seed Drill and Rotavators are provided with
50 per cent subsidy to the individual farmers and 80 per cent subsidy
for establishment of Custom Hiring Centres.
With various efforts, the total number of burning events have
reduced significantly over the years. However, continuation of this
practice by farmers is reported every year starting winter and the
serious concerns about its impact on air quality are raised.
Various studies suggest ways to address this issue, which include:
 Promote the practice of conservation of agriculture with low
lignocellulosic crop residues like rice, wheat, maize etc. With this,
seeds of the next crop can be sown without any problem
associated with residues of the previous crops and also without
affecting the crop productivity.
 Create markets for crop residue-based briquettes and mandate
nearby thermal power plants to undertake co-firing of crop
residues with coal.
 Create special credit line for financing farm equipment and
working capital for private sector participation
 Promote use of crop residue-based biochar briquettes in local
industries, brick kiln and hotel/dhaba as an alternate fuel.





Annual consumption of construction materials (sand, soil & stone)
in India is estimated to be 3,100 million tonnes. Unscientific disposal
of C&D waste is one of the key contributors to the air and water
pollution.
Circular Economy approach in Delhi for C&D waste management : In
2009, the Municipal Corporation of Delhi and IL&FS Environmental
Infrastructure and Services Ltd. (IEISL) pioneered setting up a project
to recycle 500 Tonnes Per Day (TPD) of C&D waste at Burari, Delhi
(first of its kind facility in the country) to address the waste generated
during Commonwealth Games preparations. Since then, the Burari
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facility along with two other C&D recycling facilities (under East Delhi
Municipal Corporation and Delhi Metro Rail Corporation respectively)
in Delhi are together recycling over 2,650 TPD C&D waste. All three
Delhi plants have together processed over 5 million tonnes C&D
waste. The pioneering facility of Burari also helped in paving the way
forward in formulating the C&D Waste Management Rules, 2016.
Application of recycled C&D products includes usage in other civil
works and also in road construction.

Way forward : SDGs can be achieved through high standards of governance,
monitoring and implementation at all levels. In the spirit of cooperative
federalism, the States and Central Government are walking together
to bring a change that India needs. Despite the continuous and definitive
efforts of stakeholders, scarce financial resources continue to be the biggest
constraint.
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Developed countries should honour their financial obligations and promises
under the multilateral environmental agreements. Hence, adequate
provision of finance, technology transfer, and capacity building to
developing countries to facilitate the effective implementation of the SDGs
and
Paris
Agreement
on
climate
change
are
critical.
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Chapter 7-Agriculture and Food Management
Agriculture sector plays a significant role in rural livelihood, employment and
national food security. It happens to be the largest source of livelihoods in
India.
Status:





Livelihood - As high as 70 percent of India’s rural households still
depend primarily on agriculture for their livelihood, with 82 percent
of farmers being small and marginal.
Share in Gross value added : contribution to national income has
gradually declined from 18.2 per cent in 2014-15 to 16.5 in 2019-20,
reflecting the development process and the structural transformation
taking place in the economy (relatively higher growth performance of
non agricultural sectors)
Growth has fluctuating trend: Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
sector is estimated to grow by 2.8 percent in 2019-20 as compared to
growth of 2.9 percent in 2018-19.

Improving farm productivity and ensuring Economic Secuirty
1. Minimum Support Prices (MSPs)
Status:




MSP is announced for 22 crops before the sowing season and Fair
and Remunerative Price for Sugarcane.
In 2018-19, the government raised the MSP of both kharif and rabi
crops to ensure a return of at least 50 per cent above the cost of
production to enhance farmers’ income.
An increase in MSP leads to increase in production, but only about
one-third of the total production of food grains are procured. The rest
of the food grains are sold in the open market.







Storage of Food grains = In States like Punjab, Haryana, Chhattisgarh,
Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh etc. where MSP procurement is well
established, there arise problems in storage.
Liquidity of excess grains = The government tries to liquidate excess
stocks through open market sale to bulk buyers above the reserve
price, which equals the MSP plus the procurement cost, but bulk
buyers prefer wheat over rice = skewed preference.
Exports of food grains = Exports of food grains by FCI at prices lower
than the reserve price would effectively imply an export subsidy.
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Issues with MSP and food procurement:-
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Moreover, this would expose India to disputes in the multilateral trade
framework.
Unawareness of farmers = An Evaluation Study on Minimum Support
Price conducted by NITI Aayog, found farmers are unaware of the MSP
announcement before the sowing season.
Logistics issue = In certain cases, even though farmers are aware of
the MSP, the absence of procurement centres in the villages,
transportation costs, reluctance of mill owners to buy small quantities
from the farmers remain stumbling blocks.

2. Mechanisation in Agriculture: With the shrinking land and water
resources and labour force, the onus of increasing productivity rests on
mechanization of production and post harvesting operations.
Status :










Farm Mechanisation - Lower farm mechanisation in India which is
only about 40 per cent as compared to about 60 per cent in China
and around 75 per cent in Brazil.
Farm power - Government has decided to enhance farm power
availability from 2.02 kW per ha (2016-17) to 4.0 kW per ha by the
end of 2030 to cope up with increasing demand for food grains
Indian tractor industry is the largest in the world, accounting for onethird of the total global production. A significant share of India’s
tractor production is also exported. India, on average, exports 79,000
tractors annually; the primary markets being the African countries
and ASEAN countries, having similar soil and agro climatic conditions.
Growth - Farm mechanization market in India has been growing at a
CAGR of 7.53 per cent during 2016-2018 due to thrust given by
various government policies.
Regional Disparities -Northern India has higher levels of
mechanization compared to other regions. (Rice and Wheat crops
having the largest extent of mechanization)

Reasons for low farm mechanisation in India :A study by NABARD in 2018
on farm mechanization has identified that economies of operation due to
small holdings, access to power, credit cost and procedures, uninsured
markets and low awareness being some of the important reasons for lower
rate of agricultural mechanization in India.



Sub Mission on Agricultural Mechanization - was launched in 201415. Under the scheme, assistance is provided to State governments
to impart training and demonstration of agricultural machinery,
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Steps taken:
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provides assistance to farmers for procurement of various
agricultural machineries and equipment and for setting up of Custom
Hiring Centre.
In-Situ Management of Crop Residue - Special scheme was created
for in-situ management of residue in the states of Punjab, Haryana,
UP and NCT of Delhi. Special scheme was created for in-situ
management of residue in the states of Punjab, Haryana, UP and NCT
of Delhi machines and equipment for in-situ crop residue
management are provided with 50 per cent subsidy to the individual
farmers and 80 per cent subsidy for establishment of Custom Hiring
Centres.

3. Micro-irrigation, which includes drip and sprinkler irrigation has gained
immense popularity amongst the farmers.
Steps taken :




Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY) was launched on
1st July, 2015 with the motto of ‘Har Khet Ko Paani’ for providing
end-to end solutions in irrigation supply chain. Per Drop More Crop
component of PMKSY (PMKSY-PDMC) is operational from 2015-16 in
the country focussing on water use efficiency at farm level
Micro Irrigation Fund (MIF) created with NABARD has been approved
with an initial corpus of
Rs 5000 crore facilitating the
States in mobilizing the resources for expanding coverage of Micro
Irrigation envisaged under PMKSY-PDMC and also in bringing
additional coverage through special and innovative initiatives by
State Governments.

Following benefits have accrued to the farmers Due to Micro-irrigation :







Saving of irrigation water from 20 to 48 per cent;
Energy saving from 10 to 17 per cent;
Saving of labour cost from 30 to 40 per cent;
Saving of fertilizers from 11 to 19 per cent;
Increase in crop production from 20 to 38 per cent;
Increase in net annual income of the farmer beneficiaries.
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4. Agricultural Credit: The agricultural credit flow target for 2019-20 has
been fixed at Rs 13.5 lakh crore. Skewed Regional Distribution has been
observed, credit is low in North Eastern, Hilly and Eastern States. Whereas it
is highest in the Southern states. (Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and TN).
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5. Crop Insurance: Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) provides
comprehensive coverage of risks from pre-sowing to post harvest against
natural non-preventable risks.
 Increasing Coverage: PMFBY envisages increase in coverage from the
existing 23 per cent to 50 per cent of Gross Cropped Area (GCA) in
the country.
 National Crop Insurance Portal (NCIP): NCIP is a web-based
integrated IT platform that provides interface among all stakeholders
to access/enter data relating to insured farmers under PMFBY.
Agriculture Services
1. Agriculture Trade
Status





World’s share - Total agricultural export basket accounts for a little
over 2.15 per cent of the world agricultural trade.
Major export destinations are USA, Saudi Arabia, Iran,
Nepal and Bangladesh.
Major Products - Rice (both Basmati and non-basmati) > OilMeals >
Sugar > spices and cotton.
Net exporter - Since the economic reforms began in 1991, India has
remained consistently a net exporter of agri-products, touching Rs.
2.7 lakh crore exports and imports at Rs. 1.37 lakh crore in 2018-19.

Trade policy measures to protect the domestic farmers in the country :
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Agri cells in many Indian embassies abroad to take care of
agricultural trade related issues.
Agriculture Export Policy has been aimed at doubling the agricultural
exports and integrating Indian farmers and agricultural products with
the global value chains.
Minimum Import Price (MIP) has been imposed on pepper and
arecanut. (like MIP of Rs 500/kg was fixed on pepper imports on 6th
Dec, 2017 ) to protect the domestic growers and their livelihood from
cheap import of the commodity as well as to save the domestic
industries of pepper and arecanut.
Import duty has been raised from 0 to 10 per cent on tur, 0 per cent
to 50 per cent on peas, etc
Quantitative restrictions of 4 lakh tonnes per year has also been
imposed on import of tur and 1.5 lakh tonnes on import of peas, urad
& moong per year.
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2. Agriculture research and Education : The Department of Agricultural
Research & Education (DARE) provides the necessary government linkages
for the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR), the premier research
organisation for co-ordinating, guiding and managing research and education
in agriculture, including horticulture, fisheries and animal sciences.







High Yielding Varieties and Breeder Seeds :
 A total of 220 new varieties/hybrids of field crops and 93 horticultural
crops were notified/released during 2019-20 by ICAR. These are
tolerant to various biotic and abiotic stresses with enhanced quality
and quantity.
 The Council developed 18 biofortified varieties of crops that are rich
in iron, zinc, protein and glucoisnolates and Kunitz Trypsin Inhibitor
(KTI) free to ensure nutritional security through the natural food
system.
Research & Education in Livestock and Fisheries Development :
 During 2018-19, to increase higher availability of animal and fish
products, 15 new indigenous populations of livestock and poultry as
breeds were registered. The country possesses 535.78 million
livestock.
 Protection of Indigenous breeds – About 184 indigenous breeds
were registered in 2019. This will provide legal support for
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) of the registered breed/new
varieties released and conservation of threatened breed and
indigenous breeds.
 Disease Protection of Livestock: For livestock protection, the
diagnostic kits against Japanese Encephalitis (JE) and Bluetongue (BT)
diseases and Subviral Particle based Infectious Bursal Disease Vaccine
were developed.
Transferring Technologies from Lab to Farmer’s Field
 716 Krishi Vigyan Kendras (KVKs) of the country have been linked
with 3.37 lakh common service centers to enhance the reach of the
KVKs amongst the farmers and provide the demand driven services
and information.
 Cyber Agro-Physical Systems (CAPS) - integrates the use of sensors
with computers, satellite imagery, supercomputing facility for
research along with Artificial Intelligence enabled farmers’ advisories
for critical agricultural operations and climatic events.
 Agricultural Education Portal EKTA (Ekikrit Krishi Shiksha Takniki
Ayaam) for integrated online management information system,
developed 9 mobile apps such as mango cultivation, e-kalpa, 02
mobile Apps for farming community (Kisan Suvidha and Pusa Krishi).
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Steps taken :
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 mKisan portal provided SMS service to 612.95 lakh farmers on
improved package of practices of various crops and allied enterprises,
weather-based advisories and information on various Government
schemes.
Allied Sector
1. Animal Husbandry, Dairying
Status:









Livestock sector - has grown at a compound annual growth rate of
nearly 8 per cent over the last five years, it assumes an important
role in income, employment and nutritional security.
Milk production - India continues to be the largest producer of milk
in the world. Milk production in the country was 187.7 million tonnes
in 2018-19.
Per capita availability of Milk - has reached a level of 394 grams per
day during 2018-19.
Egg production in the country, which was 95217 million numbers
in 2017-18, increased to 103318 million numbers in 2018-19.
Per capita availability of egg - has reached a level of 79 eggs per
annum during 2018-19.
Employment As per estimate of NSSO 68th Round (July 2011-June
2012), 16.44 million workers were engaged in the activities of
farming of animals, mixed farming, fishing and aquaculture.

Steps taken:


0National Animal Disease Control Programme (NADCP) - This
scheme envisages complete control of FMD by 2025 with vaccination
and its eventual eradication by 2030.

2. Fisheries Sector








Livelihood - The sector provides livelihood to about 16 million fishers
and fish farmers at the primary level and almost twice the number
along the value chain.
Fish production - The fish production in India has registered an
average annual growth rate of more than 7 per cent in the recent
years.
Share in Agricultural GDP and export: The sector accounts for 6.58
percent of GDP from agriculture, forestry and fishing.
Export market - During 2018-19, export of marine products stood at
13, 92,559 metric tonnes and valued at Rs 46,589 crore. USA and
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South East Asia are the major export markets for Indian seafood with
a share of 34.81 per cent and 22.67 per cent respectively.
Total fish production in the country stood at 13.42 million metric
tonnes (provisional) during 2018-19. Of this, the marine fisheries
contributed 3.71 million metric tonnes(27 % approx) and the inland
fisheries contributed 9.71 million metric tonnes (73 % approx)
Sources - India has rich and diverse fisheries resources. The marine
fisheries resources are spread along the country’s vast coastline and
2.02 million square km Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and 0.53
million sq.km continental shelf area. The inland resources are in the
form of rivers and canals (1.95 lakh km), floodplain lakes (8.12 lakh
hectares), ponds and tanks (24.1 lakh hectares), reservoirs (31.5 lakh
hectares), brackish water (12.4 lakh hectares), saline/ alkaline
affected areas (12 lakh hectares) etc.

Steps taken :



Independent Department of Fisheries has been created in 2019 to
provide sustained and focused attention towards the development of
fisheries sector.
Fisheries and Aquaculture Infrastructure Development Fund (FIDF)
provides concessional finance/ loan to the Eligible Entities (EEs),
including State Governments/Union Territories (UTs) and State
entities for development of identified fisheries infrastructure
facilities.

3. Food processing Sector
A well-developed food processing sector with higher level of processing
helps in the reduction of wastage, improves value addition, promotes crop
diversification, ensures better return to the farmers, promotes
employment as well as increases export earnings, enable availability of
hygienic an nutritious food to consumers at affordable prices.







Growth - During the last 6 years ending 2017-18, Food Processing
Industries sector has been growing at an average annual growth rate
of around 5.06 per cent.
Employment - According to the Annual Survey of Industries for 201617, the total number of persons engaged in registered food
processing sector was 18.54 lakhs (Unregistered food processing
sector supports employment to 51.11 lakh workers)
Trade - The value of processed food exports during 2018-19 was of
the order of US $ 35.30 billion accounting for about 10.70 per cent of
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India’s total exports (total exports US $ 330.08 billion). The value of
import of processed food during 2018-19 was US $ 19.32 billion
which is 3.76 per cent of India’s total imports.
Steps taken:


Pradhan Mantri Kisan Sampada Yojana : The scheme components
are: Mega Food Parks, Integrated Cold Chain and Value Addition
Infrastructure, Creation/Expansion of Food Processing & Preservation
Capacities, Infrastructure for Agro-processing Clusters, Creation of
Backward and Forward Linkages, Food Safety and Quality Assurance
Infrastructure, Human Resources and Institutions, and Operation
Greens.

4. Fertilizers
Status:


Production of urea during the year 2015-16 was 244.75 LMT (lakhs
metric tonn), which happens to be the highest ever urea production
in the country

Steps taken




New Urea Policy-2015 (NUP- 2015) had been notified by Department
of Fertilizers on 25th May, 2015 with the objectives of maximizing
indigenous urea production; promoting energy efficiency in urea
production; and rationalizing subsidy burden on the government.
Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) system in Fertilizers w.e.f. October,
2016. Under the fertilizer DBT system, 100 per cent subsidy on
various fertilizer grades is released to the fertilizer companies on the
basis of actual sales made by the retailers to the beneficiaries

Food management: The main objectives of food management are
procurement of foodgrains from farmers at remunerative prices,
distribution of foodgrains to consumers, particularly the vulnerable sections
of society at affordable prices and maintenance of food buffers for food
security and price stability.



State Governments, particularly those undertaking Decentralized
Procurement (DCP), are encouraged to maximize procurement of
wheat and rice.
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Steps taken : To ensure adequate availability of wheat and rice in central
pool, to keep a check on the open market prices and to ensure food security,
the Central Government has undertaken a number of measures, which
include :-
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Strategic reserves of 5 million tonnes of food grains over the
operational stocks are maintained to be used in extreme situations.
Sale of wheat and rice is undertaken through Open Market Sale
Scheme (OMSS) (Domestic) so as to check inflationary trend in prices
of food grains.
PDS reforms such as One Nation - One Ration Card, Aadhaar
authenticated distribution through e-POS machines.

1. Food Subsidy


Component Food subsidy comprises of : subsidy provided to FCI for procurement and distribution of
wheat and rice under NFSA and other welfare schemes and for
maintaining the strategic reserve of foodgrains.
 subsidy provided to States for undertaking decentralized
procurement.



Value - Food subsidy incurred by the Government has risen
substantially over the years. (From about 0.6 lakh crore in 2009-10 to
about 1.7 lakh crore in 2018-19.)

One Nation- One Ration
Card : The Department of
Food & Public Distribution
is implementing a Scheme
namely
Integrated
Management of Public
Distribution System (IMPDS). The main objective
of the scheme is to
introduce
nationwide
portability of ration card
holders under NFSA.

The reasons for widening of the food subsidy have been many :






The NFSA while on one hand providing a wider coverage than the
erstwhile TPDS.
Further, APL/BPL categorization was done away with under NFSA.
Coverage under the Act was also delinked from the poverty
estimates as it was substantially high to ensure that all the vulnerable
and needy sections of the society get its benefit.
While retaining the AAY category, the Act covers the rest of the
beneficiaries as Priority Households.
Build up of the foodgrain stocks much higher than their norms.

2. Storage
Status :


The total capacity available with FCI and State Agencies for storage of
foodgrains as on 30.11.2019 was 750.00 LMT.
The stock of rice and wheat in the Central Pool on 01.12.2019 was
564.54 LMT

1. Private Entrepreneurs Guarantee Scheme (PEG): construction of
godowns has been undertaken in PPP mode in 22 States
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2. Central Sector Scheme (erstwhile Plan Scheme): This scheme is
implemented in the North Eastern States along with a few other
States for construction of godowns.
3. Construction of Steel Silos: for a capacity of 100 LMT in Public Private
Partnership (PPP) mode for modernizing storage infrastructure and
improving shelf life of stored foodgrains.
4. Online Depot Management System (ODMS): to automate the entire
process of depot operations including receipt of foodgrains at the
depot, storage, maintenance activities and issue of foodgrains.
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Chapter 8 – Industry and Infrastructure
INDUSTRY
Industrial sector performance is critical to achieving the ambitious goal of
making India a five-trillion economy. The sector plays a decisive role in
determining the overall growth of national output and employment
through its backward and forward linkages with the other two sectors of
the economy. The sector is, however, vulnerable to several internal and
external economic challenges which affect its overall performance.
Status:-











IIP growth - IIP (Index of Industrial Production), assigns a weight of
77.63 per cent to manufacturing sector, 14.37 per cent to mining
sector and 7.99 per cent to electricity sector. Overall, IIP growth has
moderated to 3.8 per cent in 2018-19 compared to 4.4 per cent in
2017-18.
Decreased Growth - The estimated growth for 2019-20 is 2.5
percent as compared to 6.9 percent last year. (Reason being the 0.2
percent negative growth of manufacturing sector.)
Index of Eight Core Industries: It measures the performance of eight
core industries i.e. Coal, Crude Oil, Natural Gas, Refinery Products,
Fertilizers, Steel, Cement and Electricity. These Eight Core Industries
comprise 40.27 percent weight in the IIP. Overall, the Index lays flat
during 2019-20 (April- November) compared to corresponding figure
of 5.1 percent last year.
CPSEs - According to Department of Public Enterprises, there are 348
CPSEs as on 31 March, 2019. Out of these 339 CPSEs, 249 are in
operation and 86 CPSEs are yet to start commercial operations and
13 CPSEs are under closure/liquidation. Out of 249 operating CPSEs,
as many as 178 CPSEs showed profit during 2018-19, 70 CPSEs
incurred losses during the year and 1 CPSE has shown neither profit
nor loss.
Performance of Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) - The
overall net profit of the 249 operating CPSEs went up by 15.52 per
cent. The increase in investment in all the CPSEs was 14.65 per cent
in 2018-19 over 2017- 18, and capital employed went up by 11.71
per cent over the same period.
Sectoral slowdown - Petroleum products, iron and steel, motor
vehicles and other transport equipment companies were the major
contributors to slowdown.
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The moderation in growth
is mainly arising from
subdued manufacturing
activities due to slower
credit flow to medium and
small industries, reduced
lending by NBFCs owing to
liquidity crunch, tapering
of domestic demand for
key sectors such as
automotive sector,
pharmaceuticals, and
machinery and equipment,
volatility in international
crude oil prices, prevailing
trade related
uncertainties, etc.
Exports of key labour
intensive sectors, such as
gems & jewellery, basic
metals, leather products
and textile products underperformed during the
current financial year.
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Capacity utilisation - of India’s manufacturing sector remains
stable at 73.6 per cent in Q1 of 2019-20 as compared to 73.8 per
cent in Q1 of 2018-19.
Ease of doing business (EODB): India has improved to 63rd position
(from 77th last year) among the 190 countries in the World Bank’s
Doing Business 2020 Report.



Key Initiatives taken to boost Industrial sector in India :

Startup India - Start-ups drive economic growth, create employment
and foster a culture of innovation.
 As on January 8, 2020, 27,084 startups were recognized across
551 districts, 55 per cent of which are from Tier I cities , 45 per
cent from Tier II and Tier III cities. 43 per cent of recognized
start-ups have at least one woman director.
 Top 3 State performers: Maharashtra, Karnataka and Delhi.
 Major Sectors: IT Services (13.9 percent), Healthcare and Life
Sciences (8.3 per cent) and education (7.0 percent).
Steps taken to boost start-ups- easing regulations such as exemption
from Income tax on investments raised by Start-ups, 32 regulatory
reforms implemented to improve Ease of Doing Business for Startups, Self-certification regime for six labour laws and three
environmental laws, Start-up India Hub as ‘One Stop Shop’ for the
start-up ecosystem to provide free Start-up India Learning Program to
build business plans.



Foreign direct Investment (FDI) : The Government is playing
a proactive role in investment promotion through a liberal FDI policy.
During 2018- 19, total FDI equity inﬂows were US$44.36 billion as
compared to US$44.85 billion during 2017-18.
 Major Destinations: Nearly 80 percent of all the FDI inflows have
come from Singapore, Mauritius, Netherlands, USA and Japan.

Sector wise issues and performance of the Industry:1. Steel
Status:Steel industry directly contributes to about 1.4 to 2 per cent of India’s
GDP.
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Globally, India is the second largest producer of crude steel in the
world surpassing Japan with a global share of 6 per cent.
India is the third largest consumer of the finished steel after China
and USA, however, its per capita consumption is only 74.1 kg during
2018-19 as against the global average of 214 kg.

Key Challenges:





Capacity expansion as the demand for steel is bound to rise with
economic growth.
High grade and value-added steel are used in power, defence and
automobile which is currently imported.
Difficulties in acquiring mining lease and high dependency on import
of coking coal add to cost of steel production.
High logistics costs also act as a major constraint.
Due to imposition of trade restrictive measures by USA, European
Union and Canada, India’s exports have declined.

Way forward : National Steel Policy, 2017 gives broad policy directives for
encouraging long-term growth for Indian steel on both supply and demand
fronts. It envisages focus on domestic production especially of value added
steel in order to meet the growing demand.
2. Coal Overall production of raw coal in India during the year 2018-19 was
730.4 million tonnes (MT) growing at 8.1 percent. Large imports: 126.20 MT
of coal was imported during April 2019 to September 2019.
3. MSME
Helps in industrialization of rural areas, large employment opportunities,
reducing regional imbalances










‘In-principle approval’ for loans up to Rs. 1 crore within 59 minutes
through online portal.
Interest subvention of 2 per cent for all GST registered MSMEs on
incremental credit up to Rs. 1 crore is also being provided and will be
in operation.
Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme
All CPSUs to compulsorily procure through GeM portal.
All CPSUs to compulsorily procure at least 25 per cent from MSEs
instead of 20 per cent of their total purchases. Out of the 25 per cent
procurement mandated from MSEs, 3 per cent reserved for women
entrepreneurs.
Establishments to be visited by an Inspector will be decided through a
computerized random allotment.
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Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme for Technology Up-gradation,
Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries, and Micro
and Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme for the
establishment of new enterprises and development of existing ones.

4. Textile
Status:




India is second largest manufacturer and exporter in the world.
Sector contributed 18 per cent to manufacturing and 2.3 per cent to
GDP in 2017-18
During 2018-19, the share of textile and clothing in India’s total
exports stands at a significant 12 per cent.
The sector is the biggest employer after agriculture employing 4.5
crore people directly and another 6 crore people in allied sectors.

Steps taken to support the sector:



Additional incentives under Amended Technology Up-gradation Fund
Scheme.
Relaxation of Section 80JJAA of Income Tax Act.
Assistance is also provided to exporters under Market Access
Initiative Scheme.

INFRASTRUCTURE
SDG goal number 9 aims to “Develop quality, reliable, sustainable and
resilient infrastructure, including regional and trans border infrastructure, to
support economic development and human well-being, with a focus on
affordable and equitable access for all”
Status:

To achieve the GDP of $5 trillion by 2024-25, India needs to spend
about $1.4 trillion (Rs 100 lakh crore) over these years on
infrastructure.



National Infrastructure Pipeline for the period FY 2020-2025. As per
the NIP, Central Government (39 per cent) and State Government (39
per cent) are expected to have equal share in funding of the projects
followed by the Private Sector (22 per cent). It is expected that private
sector share may increase to 30 per cent by 2025. The NIP has
projected total infrastructure investment of Rs. 102 lakh crore during
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the period FY 2020 to 2025 in India. NIP is expected to enable wellprepared infrastructure projects which will create jobs, improve ease
of living, and provide equitable access to infrastructure for all.
National Investment and Infrastructure Fund has been created with a
capital of approximately Rs 40,000 Cr.
Credit Enhancement Fund for infrastructure projects for increasing
the credit rating of bonds ﬂoated by infrastructure companies is going
to be launched in the country.
New Credit Rating System for infrastructure projects, based on
Expected Loss approach, has also been launched which seeks to
provide additional risk assessment mechanism for informed decision
making by long-term investors.
Infrastructure investment trusts and Real Estate Investment
Trusts have been formulated to pool investment in infrastructure.

Sector wise status and performance of Infrastructure:1. Road Sector
Status:



Traffic - As per the National Transport Development Policy Committee
Report, as of 2011-12, road transport is estimated to handle 69 per
cent and 90 per cent of the countrywide freight and passenger traffic,
respectively.
Road network - As on 31.3.2018, India had a road network of about
59.64 lakh km. The total length of National Highways was 1.32 lakh km
as on March 1, 2019 i.e constituting around 2.21 percent of total road
network.

Key challenges:






Availability of funds for financing large projects,
Lengthy processes in acquisition of land and payment of
compensation to the beneficiaries,
Environmental concerns,
Time and cost overruns due to delays in project implementation,
procedural delays,
Lesser traffic growth than expected increasing the riskiness of the
projects resulting in stalled or languishing projects.
Shortfall in funds for maintenance.

2. Railways
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Indian Railways (IR) with over 68,000 route kms is the third largest
network in the world under single management. During the year
2018-19, Indian Railways carried 120 crore tonnes of freight and 840
crore passengers making it the world’s largest passenger carrier and
4th largest freight carrier.
Rail safety : Improving, incidents of collision declining (in 2018-19 it
was ZERO, however in 2019-20 it was 3 in number). More effort
needed at the front of derailment and fire in trains.
Mission Electrification : IR has initiated a major electrification
program for electrifying 100 per cent of its Broad Gauge network. This
would reduce the nation’s dependence on imported diesel oil. Till now
approx. 52 % of the total network has been electrified.
Mission
Cleanliness
:
‘Swachh
Rail,
Swachh
Bharat’,
mission focuses on cleanliness. ‘Green Rating’ is also being done for
energy and water conservation and there is an increasing competition
among stations.
Modernization of stations: Modernization/upgradation of Railway
stations in Indian Railways is a continuous and on-going process. 1,253
stations have been identified for development under Adarsh Station
Scheme and are planned to be developed by 2019-20. A dedicated
SPV, Indian Railway Station Development Corporation (IRSDC) Limited
has been set up to carry out modernization of railway stations. IRSDC
is working on modernization of many stations on PPP mode









Activity for cleanliness = Bio toilet + mechanised cleaning + plastic
bottle crushing machines + Rag Picking contracts + Dustbins
3. Civil Aviation
Status:

India is the third largest domestic market for civil aviation in the
world, after USA and China.
India has 136 commercially-managed airports by Airports Authority of
India (AAI) and 6 under PublicPrivate Partnerships (PPP) for
Operation, Maintenance and Development of airports.
UDAN: A total of 43 airports have been operationalized since the
scheme for operationalizing unserved airports (Udan) was taken up, of
which 4 were done in FY 2019-20.








High airport tariffs, royalty and other charges.
Shortages of certain skilled manpower in civil aviation sector and
recourse to overseas suppliers of Maintenance Repair & Overhaul
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(MRO) facilities, particularly for periodic engine, landing gears,
propellers and airframes.
High and unpredictable change in global crude oil prices during
2018-19 have been compounded by a high domestic tax regime on
aviation turbine fuel.



Reforms: To boost the sector, government has envisaged reforms like✓ Easing leasing and financing from Indian shores in conformance with the
provisions of the Cape Town Convention and Protocol on Aircraft Equipment.
✓ Encouraging domestic and international passenger and goods transfers.
✓ Efficient use of air traffic rights and rationalizing the tax regime
4. Shipping
Status:






Around 95 per cent of India’s trade by volume and 68 per cent in
terms of value is transported by sea.
Low shipping tonnage - As on 30th September, 2019, India had a fleet
strength of 1,419 ships . Despite one of the largest merchant shipping
fleet among developing countries, India’s share in total world dead
weight tonnage (DWT) is only 0.9 per cent as on January 1, 2019
according to Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics.
Aging fleet- The existing Indian fleet is also aging, with the average
age increasing from 15 years in 1999 to 19.71 years as on October 1,
2019 (42.06 per cent of the fleet is 21 years and above and 12.49 per
cent is in the 16 to 20 year age group)
The Average Turnaround Time of Indian Ports in 2018-19 improved to
59.51 Hrs as against 64.43 Hrs in 2017-18.

5. Telecom Sector









The overall tele-density in India stands at 90.45 per cent, the rural
tele-density being 57.35 per cent and urban tele-density being 160.71
per cent at the end of September 2019.
The private sector dominated overall connections with a share of
88.81 per cent at the end of September 19 while the share of public
sector was 11.19 per cent.
The number of internet subscribers (both broadband and narrowband
put together) stood at 6,653 lakh at the end of June 2019 as
compared to 2,516 lakh in 2014.
India is now the global leader in monthly data consumption, with
average consumption per subscriber per month increasing 157 times
from 62 MB in 2014 to 9.8 GB in June 2019.
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As per a GSMA report, the mobile industry supports about 6.5 per
cent of India’s GDP.

Key Challenges:







Since 2016, the sector has witnessed substantial competition and
price cutting by the Telecom Service Providers (TSPs) creating
financial stress in the sector.
As a result, the sector is experiencing consolidation. While some
operators have filed for bankruptcy, others have merged, in their
quest to improve viability.
The price of data in the country is among the lowest in the world.
BSNL and MTNL are also affected by the tariff war that has impacted
their cash flow resulting in mounting losses. The Government has
drawn up a plan to revive these PSUs. The revival plan consists of
several measures including reduction of staff cost through Voluntary
Retirement Scheme, allotment of spectrum for 4G services,
monetization of land/building, tower and fiber assets of BSNL/MTNL,
debt restructuring through sovereign guarantee bonds and ‘inprinciple’ approval for merger of BSNL and MTNL

Key policy initiatives:







Bharatnet : For achieving the goal of developing broadband highways
as part of the Digital India campaign, the Government is implementing
the flagship BharatNet Programme in a phased manner for providing
broadband connectivity to all the 2.5 lakh Gram Panchayats (GPs) in
the country.
Public Wi-Fi Access: Public WiFi hotspots ensure last-mile delivery of
broadband to users and are much easier to scale than adding new
mobile towers.
Towers and BTS: The number of Mobile Base Transceiver Stations
(BTS) has seen a rise from 7.9 lakh in 2014 to 21.8 lakh (in July 2019)
while Optical Fibre Cable has increased from 7 lakh km to around 14
lakh km during the period.
Project for Left Wing Extremism (LWE) Areas and North East Region:
The Department of Telecom executed a project for providing Mobile
Services in 2,335 locations in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, Telangana, Uttar
Pradesh and West Bengal, which are affected by Left Wing Extremism
(LWE) with an outlay of Rs. 4,781 crores.
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Government aims to “Reform, Perform and Transform” the energy sector of
the country by achieving self-sufficiency.
Status:

India is the third largest energy consumer in the world after USA and
China. With a share of 5.8 per cent of the world’s primary energy
consumption, India’s energy requirement is fulfilled primarily by Coal,
Crude Oil, Renewable Energy and Natural Gas. However, India’s oil
production is one of the lowest among the major economies of the
world and has been declining over a period of time.



India with a refining capacity of 249.4 MMTPA is the fourth largest in
the world after the United States, China and Russia. There are total 23
refineries in the country, 18 in the public sector, 2 in the joint venture
sector and 3 in the private sector.

6. Power sector
Status:



India improved its ranking in the Energy Transition Index published by
World Economic Forum (76th position from 78th in 2018)
The installed capacity has increased from 356 GW in 2018 to 365 MW
in 2019. The capacity of thermal power is 63 per cent.
The peak deficit i.e. the percentage shortfall in peak power supply visà-vis peak hour demand has declined from around 9 per cent in 201213 to 0.9 per cent during 2018-19

7. Mining : India produces as many as 95 minerals which include 4
hydrocarbon energy minerals (coal, lignite, petroleum & natural gas), 5
atomic minerals (ilmenite, rutile, zircon, uranium, and monazite), 10 metallic,
21 non-metallic and 55 minor minerals. It provides basic raw materials to
many important industries
7. Urbanization and Housing
Status:



According to Census 2011, 377.1 million Indians comprising 31.14 per
cent of the country’s population lived in urban areas, which are
projected to grow more than 600 million by 2031.
Over 60 per cent of India’s current GDP comes from the cities and
towns. The construction sector accounts for 8.2 per cent of GDP which
includes housing and employs about 12 per cent of the workforce.
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Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016 (RERA): to
ensure regulation and promote real estate sector in an efficient and
transparent manner and to protect the interest of home buyers.
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Urban): has four components: “Insitu”
Slum Redevelopment, Credit Linked Subsidy Scheme, Affordable
Housing in Partnership with public or private sector and Benefciary-led
individual house construction/ enhancements.
Smart Cities Mission: The strategic components of Smart Cities
initiative are area-based development involving city improvement
(retroftting), city renewal (redevelopment) and city extension
(Greenfeld development) and a Pan-city development in which Smart
Solutions are applied covering larger parts of the city.
Under the SCM, all 100 cities have incorporated Special Purpose
Vehicles (SPVs), City Level Advisory Forums (CLAFs) and appointed
Project Management Consultants (PMCs).
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Conclusion- To meet our aspirations of growth and development, India has
to develop its industry and infrastructure, for which the potential of the
perfect blend of Industry 4.0 and next generation infrastructure is
necessary. Industry 4.0 encompasses automation in industrial sectors
whereas next generation infrastructure brings physical infrastructure and
technology like internet of things, automation together to maximize
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Chapter 9 – Services Sector
Status:



















Gross Value Added (GVA) - Services sector accounts for 55 per cent of
total size of the economy and Gross Value Added (GVA) growth, twothirds of total FDI inflows into India and about 38 per cent of total
exports. However, with a 34% share in employment, it does not
generate jobs in proportion to its share in GVA.
Sector-wise growth: Growth of financial services, real estate,
professional services, trade, hotels, transport and communication &
broadcasting services decelerated whereas public administration,
defence & other services witnessed acceleration.
Trend in exports - According to WTO data, India’s share in world’s
commercial services exports has risen steadily over the past decade
to reach 3.5 per cent in 2018, twice the share in world’s merchandise
exports at 1.7 per cent.
Domination in Export - Software services > business services > travel
services. Software services accounting for almost 40 percent of total
exports.
Global Share - According to the WTO, India is among the world’s top
10 exporters and importers of commercial services, ranking 8 in
exports and 10 in imports in 2017.
Domination in import – Business > Travel > Transportation
High Education imports: India persistently runs a trade deficit in
education services with education imports, reaching about US$ 3
billion in 2018-19.
Trade balance : In 2018-19, Our Services exports were worth USD 208
bn while services imports were wroth USD 126 bn . SO the trade
balance is of apporx USD 82 bn, which is an increase from USD 78 bn
in 2017-18.
FDI equity inﬂows into the services sector accounted for more than
60 per cent of the total FDI equity inﬂows into India.
As per the UN National Accounts Statistics data, India has the 2nd
fastest growing services sector after China. India also ranks 2nd after
the UK in terms of services share in exports.
Contribution of states - Chandigarh and Delhi stand out with a
particularly high share of services in GSVA of more than 80 percent
while Sikkim’s share remains the lowest at 26.8 percent.
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Steps taken by government to boost Services export:-
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Service Exports from India Scheme (SEIS)- which covers export of
business services, education services, health services, tourism and
travel related services, etc.
Champion Services Sector Scheme - Government has created a
dedicated fund of Rs 5,000 crore for financing sectoral initiatives
under this scheme.
Schemes and policies - Government has taken many initiatives such as
Start-up India, Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, Digital India, National
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) policy, etc.

Major sub-sectors with Service Sector- performance an policies :1. Tourism:










Foreign Exchange Earnings (FEEs) - at US$24 billion in 2019
accounting for close to 2 per cent of the world’s tourism foreign
exchange earnings. However, the sector witnessed a slowdown in
2018-19 which was a global phenomenon as well.
Share in International tourist arrival - India ranked 22nd in the world
in terms of international tourist arrivals in 2018, improving from the
26th position in 2017. India now accounts for 1.24 per cent of world’s
international tourist arrivals and 5 per cent of Asia & Pacific’s
international tourist arrival.
Country profile of tourists: Foreign tourists from the top 10 countries
visiting India - Bangladesh, USA, UK, Sri Lanka, Canada, Australia,
Malaysia, China, Germany and Russia - accounted for 65 percent of
the total foreign tourist arrival in India. Majority of them (62.4%)
visited India for leisure, holiday and recreation.
Preferred Destinations: Top five states attracting foreign tourists are
Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, Delhi and Rajasthan,
accounting for about 67 percent of the total foreign tourist visits.
E-Visa scheme to encourage foreign tourists: The e-Visa scheme is
now available for 169 countries with valid entry through 28
designated airports and 5 designated seaports. With this, foreign
tourist arrivals to India on e-visas have increased from 4.45 lakh in
2015 to 23.69 lakh in 2018

Health and medical Tourism:Status
The market size of medical tourism in India is estimated at USD 3
billion in 2017. The value of medical tourism is forecasted to reach USD
9billion by 2020.
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India currently has around 18 per cent of the global medical tourism
market.
Share of Medical Tourists to India is 4.9 per cent out of total FTAs in
2017.

Steps taken to boost:







Financial support - Government offers financial support as Marketing
Development Assistance, for Publicity and for organising Wellness and
Medical Tourism Promotion shows.
Promotion - Medical Tourism is regularly highlighted for promotion as
part of the Incredible India Campaign in the print, electronic, online
and outdoor media in India and abroad as well as at the various travel
trade exhibitions overseas.
Visa support - ‘Medical Visa’ has been introduced, which can be given
for specifc purpose to foreign travellers coming to India for medical
treatment. ‘E- Medical Visa’ has also been introduced for 166
countries.
Niche product - Ayurveda as a Niche product has been introduced as
part of ‘Medical and wellness tourism’ in order to overcome the aspect
of ‘seasonality’ and to promote India as a 365 days’ destination and
attract tourists with specific interests.

2. IT–BPM Services









Export - Indian IT-BPM Industry has been the flag-bearer of India’s
exports for the past two decades, with industry size reaching about
US$ 177 billion in March 2019.
Export market - USA accounts for the bulk of exports, amounting to
US$ 84 billion , which is 62 per cent of total ITBPM exports
(excluding hardware) in 2018- 19. This is much larger than the share
of exports going to UK, which is the second largest export market for
IT-BPM services, with a share of around 17 per cent. Europe
(excluding UK) and Asia-Pacific account for 11.4 per cent and 7.6 per
cent of the export earnings, respectively.
Sub sector Components - IT services constituted 51 per cent of the
IT-BPM sector in 2018-19, followed by Software & Engineering
Services (20.6 per cent share) whereas hardware accounts for 8 per
cent and BPM Services (19.7 per cent share)
Indian start-up ecosystem has been progressing and is now the third
largest in the world with 24 unicorns, though the gap with the largest
(China: 206) and second largest (USA: 203) markets remains
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significant. Cities such as Bangalore, Delhi NCR and Mumbai account
for around 55 per cent of the total start-ups in India.
E-commerce market is estimated at US$43 billion for FY 2018-19.

Favourable conditions for the digital industry:- policy initiatives have been
undertaken to drive innovation and technology adoption in the IT-BPM
sector, including :







Start-up India,
National Software Product Policy,
Removal of issues related to Angel Tax.
Digital India covering e-Government services, common service
centres, BPO promotion schemes, digital payments, electronic
manufacturing, Digital Saksharta Abhiyaan,
e-commerce, GST network, Make in India, e-health, Smart Cities, and
e-agriculture market place/ digital mandis.
New and emerging technologies - enhancing the digital economy of
the country and are creating new opportunities for revenue and job
creation in both traditional as well as new sectors of the economy
such as transport, health, power, agriculture, and tourism.

Way forward : Need to diversify market, demand from APAC, Latin America
and Middle East Asia is growing and new opportunities are emerging for
expanding in continental Europe, Japan, China and Africa.
3. Port and Shipping services









India has a 0.9 per cent share in world fleet as on January 2019.
India has 13 major ports and about 200 non-major ports.
The total cargo capacity of Indian ports stood at 1,452.64 Million
Tonnes Per Annum (MTPA) at the end of March 2019, more than
doubling from 628.03 MTPA at the end of March 2010.
Ports such as Paradip, Chennai, Vishakhapatnam, Deendayal (Kandla)
and JNPT had the highest cargo capacities as of March 2019.
The total numbers of ships owned by Indian companies stood at
1,414 as of August 2019, up from 1,040 in 2010.
The turnaround time of ships, which is a key indicator of efficiency of
the ports sector, has been on a continuous decline, almost halving
between 2010-11 and 2018-19 to 2.48 days. As per the latest
UNCTAD data, the median ship turnaround time globally is 0.97
days, suggesting that India has room to further improve upon the
efficiency at ports.
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4. Space Services
Status:

India spent about US$ 1.5 billion on space programmes in 2018.
However, India’s government space expenditure still lags behind that
of the major players in the space sector, such as USA, which spent
about 13 times more than India in the space sector in 2018.



India has launched around 5-7 satellites per year in the recent years
with no failures, barring one in 2017

Among the key areas of focus in the space programme,





The first area has been satellite communication, with INSAT/GSAT
system as the backbone to address the needs for telecommunication,
broadcasting and satellite-based broadband infrastructure in the
country.
The second area of focus has been earth observation and using
space-based information for weather forecasting, disaster
management, national resource mapping and governance.
The third focus area has been satellite-aided navigation including
GAGAN and NavIC. GAGAN, a joint project between ISRO and the
Airports Authority of India (AAI), augments GPS coverage of the
region to improve accuracy and integrity for civil aviation applications
and better air traffic management over Indian airspace. NavIC, a
regional Navigation system has also been established for providing
Position, Navigation and Timing (PNT) Services.

Attracting Private Investment : ISRO has been pursuing the policy of
engaging Indian industries in delivering space related goods and services,
especially in light of the growing number of satellite and launch vehicle
missions and application programmes. In this direction, the following areas
have been identified for attracting private investments in the space sector:
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(iii)
(iv)

Production of Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV);
Satellite integration and assembly;
Production of composite materials;
Production of solid, liquid, cryogenic and semi-cryogenic
propellants;
Production of electronic packages, Testing & Evaluation for
avionics and satellite subsystems.
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Chapter 10 : Social Infrastructure, Employment and Human
Development
It has also been estimated that demographic advantage in India is available
for five decades from 2005-06 to 2055-56, longer than any other country in
the world (UNFPA, 2018).
This demographic advantage can be reaped only if education, skilling and
employment opportunities are provided to the young population along with
inclusive growth and Sustainable development.
Trends in Social sector expenditure




Expenditure on social services by the Centre and States as a
proportion of GDP has registered an increase of more increased by
1.5 percentage points from 6.2 to 7.7 per cent, during the period
2014-15 to 2019-20 (Budget Estimates- BE)
An increase was witnessed across all social sectors during this period.
For education, it increased from 2.8 per cent in 2014-15 to 3.1 per
cent in 2019-20 and for health from 1.2 to 1.6 per cent.

Human development Index (HDI)




HDI has improved significantly over the years between 1990 and
2018. India’s rank in the Human Development Index (HDI) improved
to 129 in 2018 from 130 in 2017, out of a total of 189 countries. The
value of HDI for India reached to 0.647 in 2018.
Trend of improvement - With 1.34 per cent average annual HDI
growth, India is among the fastest improving countries, and ahead of
China (0.95), South Africa (0.78), Russian Fedreation (0.69) and Brazil
(0.59)

Education for All - SDG 4 seeks ‘to ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all’ by 2030.



Improvement in infrastructure: Unified District Information System
for Education (U-DISE) collects data on various indicators on school
education. As per U-DISE, 2017-18 (provisional), 98.38 per cent of
Government elementary schools have girls’ toilet, 97.13 per cent of
Government elementary schools have provision of drinking water
facility, 38.62 per cent of Government elementary schools have
ramps, 56.72 per cent of Government elementary schools have
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playground facility, 79.23 per cent of Government elementary
schools have library.

Key challenges: - National Sample Survey (NSS) Report on ‘Key Indicators of
Household Social Consumption on Education in India 2017-18’ observes the
following:







About 13.6 per cent persons of age 3 to 35 years who were never
enrolled. The reasons they cite for not enrolling were ‘not interested
in education’ and ‘financial constraints.’
Dropout rate - Among those who were enrolled, drop-out rate was as
high as 10 per cent at primary level, 17.5 per cent at upper
primary/middle and 19.8 per cent at secondary level.
Among various components of expenditure on education,
expenditure on course fees is the highest which is 50.8 per cent at
all India level (including tuition, examination, developmental fees
and other compulsory payments) followed by books, stationary and
uniform; transport; Private coaching; and other expenses.
Absence of competition in government schools/ institutions, quality
of education in government schools/institutions is low. As a result,
more and more students prefer to enrol themselves in private
institutions.

Steps taken :2018-19, which subsumes three erstwhile Centrally Sponsored
Schemes of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Rashtriya Madhyamik
Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) and Teacher Education (TE). The new
integrated scheme envisages school education as a continuum from
pre-school to senior secondary level and aims to ensure inclusive
and equitable quality education.
2. The RTE Act, 2009 was amended in 2017 to ensure that all teachers
acquire the minimum qualifications prescribed under the Act by
31st March, 2019 to reinforce the Government’s emphasis on
improvement of quality of elementary education.
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3. Navodaya Vidyalaya Scheme provides for opening of one Jawahar

Navodaya Vidyalaya (JNV) in each district of the country to bring out
the best of rural talent and aims to provide them quality education
comparable to the best in a residential school system.
4. National Mission called NISHTHA – National Initiative for School\
Heads’ and Teachers’ Holistic Advancement under the Centrally
Sponsored Scheme of Samagra Shiksha in 2019- 20 is being launched
to improve learning outcomes at the elementary level. The
Integrated Teacher Training Programme envisages to build the
capacities of around 42 lakh teachers and head of schools. The aim
of this training is to motivate and equip teachers to encourage and
foster critical thinking in students, handle diverse situations and act
as first level counsellors.
5. Pradhan Mantri Innovative Learning Program (DHRUV) was
launched to identify and encourage talented students to enrich their
skills and knowledge.
6. Technology aided teaching and learning, States and UTs are being
actively involved to contribute and use the Digital Infrastructure for
Knowledge Sharing (DIKSHA) platform. Other e-content sites like epathsala, National Repository of Open Educational Resources
(NROER) are also being integrated with DIKSHA to ensure easy access.
Other steps for Higher education:1. SWAYAM 2.0 was launched to offer online degree programmes with
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enhanced features and facilities by top ranking universities.
‘Deeksharambh’ a guide to student induction programme and
‘PARAMARSH’ scheme is to mentor institutions seeking National
Assessment and Accreditation Council accreditation are some of the
other major schemes of Department of Higher Education launched in
2019.
2. Education Quality Upgradation and Inclusion Programme (EQUIP) :
is a vision plan aiming at ushering transformation in India’s higher
education system by implementing strategic interventions in the
sector over the next five years (2019-2024).
3. National Educational Alliance for Technology (NEAT) announced a
PPP Scheme for using technology for better learning outcomes in
Higher Education. The objective is to use Artificial Intelligence to
make learning more personalised and customised as per the
requirements of the learner.
4. Higher Education Financing Agency (HEFA) was established to
provide sustainable financial model for higher education institutions,
Kendriya Vidyalayas, Navodaya Vidyalayas, AIIMS and other
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educational institutions of the Ministry of Health with the objective
to fund projects to the tune of Rs 1 lakh crore by 2022.
Skill development




According to the Periodic Labour Force Survey (PLFS) 2017-18 only
13.53 per cent of the workforce in the productive age- group of 1559 years has received training that includes 2.26 per cent formally
trained and 11.27 per cent informally trained.
Formal training is highest in the states such as Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra and West Bengal and lowest in Bihar, Jharkhand and
Assam. Informally trained is highest in Chattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh and
West Bengal and about 55.9 per cent received it either through selflearning or hereditary

Initiatives taken for skill development :



Skill India Mission – under this Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana
(PMKVY) which enables large number of prospective youth to take up
Short Term Training (STT) and Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)
through empanelled training centers. Under it, 69.03 lakh candidates
have been trained throughout the country and 30.21 lakh candidates
under STT were certified.
Reforms has been introduced to the Apprenticeship Rules, 1992 for
expansion and outreach of apprenticeship policy like - Payment of
stipend for 1st year has been fixed rather than linking it to minimum
wages ; Increasing upper limit for engaging apprentices from 10 to 15
per cent of total strength of establishment, etc.

Some recommendations towards improving the skill development
programmes are stated below:






The NSO data classifies the
workers on the basis of
employment status into
three categories viz., self
employed workers; regular
wage/salaried employees;
and casual labourers. The
self-employed
category
includes those who work
for themselves and do not
sell their labour power to
anyone else in return for
wage. However, regular
wage/salaried employees
are those who receive
predetermined
wages/salary on regular
basis. Moreover, casual
worker includes those who
are hired for very short
time period on daily or
monthly basis.
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Skill Voucher can be introduced as a financing instrument given to a
beneficiary that enables them to sign up for vocational education
course at any accredited training institute. After training, institution
can redeem the voucher from the government.
Industry should be incentivized to set up training institutions in PPP
mode. Local Industry must be involved for curriculum development,
training modules, provision of equipment, training of trainers etc.
The personnel of Railways and other para-military forces could be
used for skill training or lending institutional support in imparting
training in hilly, inaccessible and difficult terrains.
Skill mapping - Local bodies can be used for skill mapping and creating
a data base of youth at local level to assess demand supply gaps.

PLFS was launched by the
National Sample Survey
Organisation (NSSO) in
2017).And NSSO comes
under MOSPI (Ministry of
Statistics and Program
Implementation)
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Employment Scenario :
As per PLFS estimates, between 2011-12 and 2017-18,









Share of regular wage/salaried employees has from 18 per cent in
2011-12 to 23 per cent in 2017- 18 as per usual status.
Remarkably, the proportion of women workers in regular
wage/salaried employees category have increased from 13 per cent
in 2011-12 to 21 per cent in 2017- 18.
Among the self-employed category (consists of employers, own
account workers and unpaid family labour), while the proportion of
own account workers and employers increased, the proportion of
unpaid family labour (helper) has declined, especially for females.
The proportion of total selfemployed workers however remained
unchanged at 52 per cent
The distribution of workers in casual labour category decreased from
30 per cent in 2011-12 to 25 per cent in 2017-18 with the decline
being in rural areas.
6.1% of India’s labour force, and 17.8% of young people (15-29 years)
in the labour force are unemployed.

Various steps are being taken for generating employment in the country
like encouraging private sector of economy, fast-tracking various projects
involving substantial investment and increasing public expenditure on
schemes such as Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme
(PMEGP), Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme
(MGNREGS), Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDUGKY) and Deendayal Antodaya Yojana-National Urban Livelihoods Mission
(DAY-NULM).
Formalisation of Jobs : With introduction of GST, digitization of payments,
direct benefit transfer of subsidies/ scholarships/wages & salaries to bank
accounts, opening of Jan Dhan accounts, extending social security coverage
to more workers, the government has been making efforts to formalize the
economy.
Status :





It was observed that the proportion of workers in organized sector
increased from 17.3 per cent in 2011- 12 to 19.2 per cent in 2017-18
with total 9.05 crore workers in the organized sector.
Total formal employment in the economy also increased from 8 per
cent in 2011- 12 to 9.98 per cent in 2017-18 with total 4.7 crore workers
in formal employment in 2017-18.
the of share of workers in informal sector in non-agricultures and
AGEGC
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National
Commission for Enterprises
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basis and with less than
ten total workers.”
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“informal
workers consist of those
working in the unorganised
enterprises or households,
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with
social
security
benefits, and the workers
in the formal sector
without any employment
benefits /social security
provided
by
the
employers.”
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(Agricultural sector excluding only growing of crops, market gardening,
horticulture and growing of crops combined with farming of animals)
also show a decline from 77.5 per cent in 2004-05 to 68.4 per cent in
2017-18, with the decline being more pronounced among females
Steps Taken Towards Formalisation of the Labour Market












EPFO launched a “Universal Account Number” service for portability
of Provident Fund accounts,
Under Pradhan Mantri Rozgar Protsahan Yojana (PMRPY),
Government is paying 12 per cent of employer contribution to EPFO
in respect of the new employees drawing salary up to Rs 15,000 per
month for the first three years of their employment.
The Code on Wages Act, 2019 to ensure minimum wages to all and
timely payment of wages to all employees irrespective of the sector
of employment without any wage ceiling, except MGNREGA.
MUDRA and STAND-UP India for creating formal credit to
businesses.
Mandatory wage ceiling of subscription to EPS increased from Rs
6,500 to Rs 15,000 per month and Rate of ESI contribution reduced
from
6.5
per
cent
to
4
per cent.
National Career Service (NCS) Project launched in 2015, provides a
host of career-related services such as dynamic job matching, career
counselling, job notifications and information on skill development
courses and rich career content on a digital platform.
The proporation of workers in unorgnisaed sector has reduced from
82.7 percent in 2011-12 to 80.8 percent in 2017-18

Gender Status of Employment : Gender equality in labour market is
considered to be smart economics to achieve faster economic growth and
wealth creation as it has the potential to impact upon poverty, inequality
and economic well-being of a country through increase in income of the
household, spending on health and education of children, improvement in
saving, investment and consumption growth.
In an era of globalization, no country can develop and achieve its full
potential if half of its population is locked in non-remunerative, less
productive and non-economic activities (World Bank, 2011)

Labour force refers to
those who are either
engaged
in
any
economic activities or
are willing to pursue an
economic
activity
in a reference period. It
includes both
(1) those who are in
workforce; and
(ii) unemployed.
Of these, workforce
refers
to
the
population who are
actively engaged in any
economic activities and
producing goods and
services in a reference
period
while
unemployed refers to all
those who are seeking
and available for work
but had not worked in a
reference year due to
lack
of
work. Hence, Labour
force participation rate
(LFPR) can be defined as
the
proportion
of
population
in
the
labour force to the
total
population.
Similarly,
Worker
population ratio (WPR)
can be defined as the
proportion of employed
persons to the total
population

Status:Female labour force participation declined from 33.1 per cent in
2011-12 to 25.3 per cent in 2017-18.
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Though female LFPR is higher in rural areas as compared to urban
areas, the rate of decline was also sharper in rural areas compared to
urban areas.
As a result of this, gender disparity in India’s labour market has
increased which is reflected from declining trend in ratio of female to
male labour force participation rate except for urban females.
Female Worker Population Ratio (WPR) also shows a similar trend. As
per PLFS, female WPR for productive age group (15-59 ages) stood at
23.8 per cent (25.5 per cent in rural areas and 19.8 per cent in urban
areas) in 2017-18 as compared to 32.3 percent in 2011-12. As a result
of this, ratio of female to male work participation rate has also shown
consistent declining trend in India except for urban females.

Factors influencing Female Labour Force Participation:On the supply side,





Higher education - More women in rural areas are now pursuing
higher education has delayed their entry into the labour market.
Income - Household incomes have risen in rural areas on account of
higher wage levels.
Cultural factors, social constraints and patriarchal norms restricting
mobility and freedom of women.
Unpaid care - relatively higher responsibilities of unpaid work and
unpaid care work. About 60 per cent of working age females are
attending to domestic duties only and this proportion has increased
over the last two decades.

On the demand side,
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Absence of job opportunities and quality jobs and significant gender
wage gap.
Lack of attainment of appropriate education level/skill set.
Fall in international demand for products of labour-intensive
industries in urban areas.
Low female wages in agriculture sector
The fall in employment in agriculture has not shown concomitant
increase in opportunities for women in the manufacturing sector
where most women with middle to secondary levels of education and
from middle income groups are likely to look for employment.
Structural shift away from agricultural employment, and increased
mechanization of agriculture along with decline in animal husbandry
in rural areas.
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Withdrawal of men from agriculture and shift to the construction
sector in urban areas, led to loss of jobs for rural women who were
engaged as unpaid labour along with the men.

1. Safety of Women at Workplace: The Sexual Harassment
of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act,
2013 covers all women, irrespective of their age or employment
status and protects them against sexual harassment at all workplaces
both in public and private sector, whether organized or unorganized.
The Act mandates all the workplace having more than 10 workers to
constitute Internal Complaint Committee (ICC) for receiving
complaints of sexual harassment. Similarly, the appropriate
Government is authorized to constitute Local Complaint Committee
(LCC) in every district which will receive complaints from
organizations having less than 10 workers or if the complaint is
against the employer himself.
2. Mahila Shakti Kendra Scheme: his scheme aims to through
community participation through College Student Volunteers to
empower rural women in 115 aspirational districts as part of block
level initiatives.
3. Provision of safe and affordable accommodation: To provide safe
and affordable accommodation to working women, Working Women
Hostels have been established. These hostels have day care facility
for the children of inmates too.
4. Women Helpline Scheme (WHL): to provide 24 hours emergency
and non-emergency response to women affected by violence through
referral and information about women related government
schemes/programmes across the country through a single uniform
number (181).
5. One Stop Centre (OSC): facilitates access to an integrated range
of services including police, medical, legal, psychological support and
temporary shelter to women affected by violence. One Stop Centres
are being set up in all districts of the country.
6. Female Entrepreneurship: To promote female entrepreneurship, the
Government has initiated schemes like: MUDRA, Stand Up India and
Mahila e-Haat (online marketing platform to support women
entrepreneurs/ SHGs/NGOs).
7. Rashtriya Mahila Kosh (RMK) : is an apex micro-finance organization
that provides micro-credit at concessional terms to poor women for
various livelihood and income generating activities. Among other
things, RMK also promotes and supports expansion of
entrepreneurship skills among women.
t.me/insightsIAStips
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8. Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP) :
Under the scheme, women entrepreneurs are provided 25 per cent
and 35 per cent subsidies for the project set up in urban and rural
areas respectively. All the entrepreneurs including women are
eligible for 2 weeks Entrepreneurship Development Programme
(EDP) after the sanction of their projects from banks for financial
assistance to setup their unit and also imparting training under EDP
9. Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana National Rural Livelihoods Mission
(DAY-NRLM) : seeks to reach out to 8-9 crore rural poor households
and organize one-woman member from each household into affinitybased women SHGs and federations at village and at higher levels.
DAY-NRLM provides Revolving Funds (RF) at the rate of Rs 10,00015,000 per SHG and Community Investment Support Fund DAY-NRLM
provides Revolving Funds (RF) at the rate of Rs.10, 000-15,000 per
SHG and Community Investment Support Fund.
Health for all
The focus of healthcare is on four important pillars – preventive healthcare,
providing affordable healthcare, building medical infrastructure and mission
mode interventions.





Under Mission Indradhanush, 3.39 crore children and 87.18 lakh
pregnant women in 680 districts across the country have been
vaccinated.
Adoption of a multi-sectoral approach and increasing synergy with
other Mission Mode initiatives of the Government such as Eat Right &
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Eat Safe, Fit India, Anaemia Mukt Bharat, Poshan Abhiyan and
Swacch Bharat Abhiyaan etc.
Government recently banned all commercial operations in e
cigarettes recognising the threat of nicotine addiction among youth
and children.

2. Health Care Affordability






Out of pocket expenditure (OoPE) as a percentage of total health
expenditure has declined from 64.2 % in 2013-14 to 58.7 % in 2016
17, as per the National Health Accounts (NHA) 2016-17.
The National Health Policy, 2017 recommended to spend at least
two third of Government’s health expenditure on primary healthcare
(which accounts for 52.1 % of India’s current public expenditure
on health)
Initiatives like Ayushman Bharat- Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana
(PM-JAY), Free Drugs Service, Free Diagnostics Service , Pradhan
Mantri Bharatiya Jan Aushadi Pariyojana (PMBJP) and Pradhan
Mantri National Dialysis Programme (PMNDP) addresses the issue of
high OoPE on account of drugs and hospital care.

3. Medical Infrastructure
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Doctor-population ratio in India is 1:1456 against the WHO
recommendation of 1:1000. To address the shortage of doctors, the
government has embarked on an ambitious programme for
up gradation of district hospitals into medical colleges.
In last 5 years, government has sanctioned 141 new medical colleges
and the number of MBBS and PG seats have increased by 27,235
and 15,000 respectively.
The Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY) was
launched to augment the tertiary healthcare capacity in clinical care,
medical education and research in underserved areas of the country,
under which AIIMS like institutions are built and Government Medical
Colleges are upgraded by setting-up Super Speciality Blocks.
National Medical Commission Act, 2019 was promulgated to enable
constitution of National Medical Commission along with introduction
of a common entrance test NEET-UG for admission to all MBBS
courses including AIIMS and JIPMER.
Multi-skilling of doctors at strategically located facilities identified by
the States where there is shortage of specialists e.g. MBBS doctors
are trained in Emergency Obstetric Care, Life Saving Anesthesia Skills
and Laparoscopic Surgery.
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Capacity building of nursing staff and ANMs and co-location of
AYUSH services in health facilities such as PHCs, CHCs and DHs.

4. Mission Mode Interventions




Ayushman Bharat targets universal health coverage by focusing on
preventive, promotive and palliative care apart from ambulatory
care; and by providing protection against catastrophic health
expenditure for secondary and tertiary hospital care. It recognizes
and addresses the emerging challenges of NCDs due to changing
epidemiology and also targets to sustain the efforts for RMNCH+A
and communicable diseases through initiatives such as as Surakshit
Matritva Aashwasan (SUMAN), Social Awareness and Action to
Neutralise Pneumonia Successfully (SAANS) and TB Harega Desh
Jeetega.
Several states have also initiated the use of digital platforms such as
ECHO for continuous capacity building of the primary health team.

Housing for all




As per recent NSO survey in 2018, about 76.7% of the households in
the rural and about 96.0 % in the urban areas had the house of
pucca structure.
Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana-Gramin (PMAY-G) and Pradhan
Mantri Awaas Yojana-Urban (PMAY-U) are two important schemes
for achieving the target of housing for all by 2022.

Drinking water and Sanitation
Since the launch of the SBM-G in 2014, over 10 crore toilets have
been built in rural areas; over 5.9 lakh villages, 699 districts, and 35
States/UTs have declared themselves Open Defecation Free (ODF).



Jal Shakti Abhiyan was launched to accelerate progress on water
conservation activities in the most water stressed blocks and districts
of India. It has delivered over 3.5 lakh water conservation measures
in 256 districts out of which, 1.54 lakh are of water conservation and
rain water harvesting measures, 20,000 relate to the rejuvenation of
traditional water bodies, over 65,000 are reuse and recharge
structures and 1.23 lakh are watershed development projects.
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